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The Weather
Partly ,cloudy today and
Wednesday with mild temperatures. Highs today in the
low 70s, lows tonight in the 50s.
Highs Wednesday in the upper
60s to mid 70s.

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, May 2, 1972

Thanks ti-Mti, Thoinas
t Imogene1Paling who says
she enjoys the paper each day.
She calls our attention to
another cartoon we ran which
showed the price of beef
skyrocketing. She sends us
some information on beef prices
in 1952 and in 1972. During the 20
years beef went up to the
housewife about 100 per cent,
but it did not go up the farmer.
It is either the same or less. She
says they are dairy farmers and
sell off some cattle, not at 38
cents per pound ,but more likely
23 cents to, 26 cents per pound.
All-this white roast Is 4110 and
- steaks from $1.38 a pound up.

-

Jan Clark and Gail Russell her class with an average of
WASHINGTON (AP)—J. personal physician informed
are the 1972 Murray High' 95.64. Miss Cooper is the
Edgar Hoover, director of the me that his death was due to
Valedictorian and Salutatorian. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.L.
Federal Bureau of Investigation natural causes."
Seniors at Murray High, the Cooper. Fourth ranking student
since 1924, died Monday night at
The jut-jawed FBI head was
two attained the highest is Katie Blalock, daughter of
his home at the age of 77, the .permitted by presidential order
scholastic ratings in the Mr. and Mrs. James Blalock,
Justice Department has an- to continue in his $42,506-a-year
with an average of 95.56. Fifth
graduating class of 1972.
nounced.
government job after reaching
Miss Clark, daughter of Mr. ranking student is Steve Beatty.
and Mrs. Kenneth Clark, Route son of Dr. and Mrs. Durwood
Hoover, the nation's chief law the mandatory retirement age
5, merited the valedietbrian Beatty with an average of 95.42.
of 70.
Baccalaureate services for
Hoover, unmarried, domihonor with a 98.12 grade
average throughout her four the class will be held at the First
nated the bureau during his
high ht..y''
t Church on Sunday
lifetime as no mania any other_
federal agency. Wielding vast
Miss Russell, daughter of Mr. evening, May 28, at 8 p.m.
Mirk Thurman, eenterompreseated his Eagle Badge, highest rank in scouting, at the Court of
power, he was said to lavish on
and Mrs. W.P. Russell, 1 1112 Commencement exercises will
Honor held by Boy Scout Troop 77 at the First Christisui Church Monday evening. With Thurman are
the
was second in her class take place in the Murray High
Elm,
the
FBI
pride
and
lxqsesHoorary for BufordHurt who
School stadium on Tuesday
siveness of a stern and watch- his parents,Mr.and Mrs.BiltYP.Thurman,1209 Dogwood Drive, Murray.
with an average of 97.43.
had a birthday over the
ful parent.
Sarah Cooper ranked third in evening, May 30, at 8 p.m.
weekend. Another country boy
He joined the bureau as its
who has done well but is still
acting director in 1921 after
t1N_ richness of
cpgnikant
several yearrart 1990-a-year
country life and the great
Justice Department law clerk,
heritage of growing up on a
and became director three
farm.
Local officials are in
(Continued on Page Six)
search of a dog, medium
Our Red Wygelia is doing its
size, light tan and white,
Boy Scout Troop 77 held an award for his accomplishments
thing in a grand manner and the
that is reported to have
Eagle Court of Honor Monday in the field of communication,
Dogwoods continue to bloom
bitten a University student
evening in the meeting hall Of Assistant Scoutmaster 0.J.
profusely. We put out some fine officer for 48 years, had beat North 18th and Calloway
the First Christian Church.
FOralhia and some Snow Ball
Jennings=--priesentetV-Zien
come a legend in the United
on Monday afternoon. Huel
Mark Tharrnan, son of Mr. Chief Braids to Ernie Dodd,
Bushes that Mrs. Bennie
Jones, jailer and dog
Thurman,
1209
P.
Mrs.
Billy
and
Simmons gave us. Never knew &Ades, shaping the F13Linto a
All members of W.O.W.
Donnie Henry and Chris
warden, said if the dog is
they had been moved. Next year massive, powerful federal_agen- Ranger Units 808 Hazel 810 Dogwood Drive, Murray, was Cropper for their leadership in
not found to determine
they will add to the beauty of CY
Kirksey and 814 Murray, bet- awarded the Eagle Badge, the cub scout activities,
Acting Atty. Gen. Richard
whether or not it has
our end of town.
ween the ages of 8 and 16 will highest rank in scouting. The Chairman Grasty presented the
Kleindienst issued a one-pararabies, the student will
meet at the Woodmen Hall, 3rd ceremony was convened by I. Merit Badges which included
have
take the series of
who every scout in the troop.
Grasty
We keep watching the White graph statement in which he and Maple Sts., Murray, William
said
Hoover's
body
was
found
rabies
shots.
the
Four
Rivers
represented
Fringe Tree (Chionanthus
Thursday, May 4, at 7:00 p.m.
Rev. David C. Roos, minister
Jooes
in
•
Council_ .
_.-Virgipira)- for-signs of blooms. by his maid at approximately
-District Manager- James A.
-Christiairpau
ISO
a.m.
today.
•
month, six persons
the have
last
Dr. Jim Hart and Professor gave the Eagle Charge and
It did pretty well last year and
liarker and other leaders will be
"1.1
is
with
profound
personal
been
bitten
by
dogs
in the
the
presented
Bill
Platzer
we are,expecting it to just bust
present to discuss plans for the
congratulated the new Eagle
grief that I announce that J.
city, but the dogs were
out all over this year.
summer's activities. All awards. Chris Cropper was Scout. O.B. Boone' as ScoutEar Hoover passed away
found and
kept under
Class
the
Second
awardedunits
are
members of these
master.
during
the
night
at
his
resiobservation
for
fourteen
Jim
Harmon
and
Rank.
Kent
Nice folks, Joe and Sue McTroop 77 meets each Monday
(tenet," Kleindienst said. "His urged to attend.
days and the persons did
Jennings received the First at 6:30 p.m. in the basement
Cord.
not have to take the rabies
Class Rank. The Star Rank hall of the First Christian
shots. Jones said even if
Jim Boone is prouder of the
went to John Hart and Donnie Church, North 5th St Boys
the dog has rabies shot and
rank
He . The second
scouting;
e scow, was
kids _that_ he was gilts own,
dog still has td be'keit
'
which
received by Eddie Rollins, Jay
reached • some
under observation for
Grasty, and Greg Fox.
magnitude.
fourteen days.
Eagle Scout Robert UnThe student who was
second
became
the
Good luck to Freed and
Murray
derwood
the
Jeff West of
representing the Almo School,
bitten on Monday said he
Clover. Gotham. They are in Middle School was the winner of won third place. She is the scout in Troop 77 ever to
knew the dogs in the neighNashville today for another the annual American History daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jess achieve the,F.agle bronze palm,
borhood 'and the dog that
The 25th reunion of those
checkup. Clover has been contest, sponsored by the Weatherford of Almo Route recognitid for achievement
bit him Was not one of the
feeling goody kit*,
beyond the coveted Eagle rank. graduating from Murray State
Capthin Wendell 9ur_y chapter_
neighborhood dogs. PerLife Scout Rusty Moore was -University in 1947 will be held
of the Daughters of the
.
sons hzaving
Parta
CUI
_ 3,
, on Ids Arilerftirin the history ,contest were:
respecbattled Sen. George McGovern series
formation regarding the
Saturday, May 6, in the
service tours of the East,
Saturday at the Calloway Becky Blackford,
Faxon School,
in Ohio and Gov. George C. tively.
iWmii
atler
dinfgicld Student Union
dog are asked to call Jailer
brought back some fabulous County High School.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Humphrey planned to spend
Wallace in Indiana today as he
Jones at 753-6150 or the City
things which grace his home
West,son of Mr.and Mrs. Roy Blackford, Murray Route
sought a pair of Midwestern today in Cleveland, while
Police 753-1621.
"As 1972 is the school's
and that of his parents, Mr. and West, 1503 Oak Drive, Murray,
Three; Pat Adams, Lynn Grove
primary victories that would McGovern scheduled a quick
a
Cveldeexnpetc ing
nive
thr:a
Mrs. Carnie Hendon.
• was presented his award by his
School, son of Mr. and Mrs.
vault him to the front of the trip to New York before flying
attendance
rYyear,wto
e
history teacher, W.P. Russell. Colic Adams,
Mayfield Route
back to Columbus.
Democratic presidential race.
be exceptionally good," said
We don't get Poison Oak as we
Representatives from the Seven;
Peggy Rogers, Kriksey
Muskie, who abandoned acThe Minnesota senator was
Mrs. Fay Nell Flora, one of the
used to, but we still get it. Murray Middle School, Almo,
School, daughter of Mr. and
tive
primary campaigning after
elections,
in
both
favored
reunion's
co-chairmen.
Doesn't spread as it did in our Faxon, Lynn Grove, 1Cirksey,
Mrs. Lee Robers, Farmington
Two traffic collisions were
though McGovern mounted a several crippling setbacks, was
Mrs. Hazel M. Cowin is the
younger days when we even got Hazel, and New Concord took
Route One; Theresa Dover, investigated by the officers of other
late Ohio surge helped by en- on the ballot in both Ohio and
co-chairman. Committee
it in our hair and ears.
part in the annual test con- Hazel School, daughter of Dr.
the Murray Police Department members are Miss Beth
dorsements from several key Indiana.
ducted by the DAR chapter.
and Mrs. J.B. Dover, Hazel on Monday. No injuries were Broach,
Primaries were also being
political leaders who had backCharles F. Broach,
Linda Avery, student at New Route One.
held today in Alabama and the
listed
on
the
reports.
Muskie.
S.
Edmund
ed
Sen.
Hewlett
Hunter
Cooper,
Dr.
Fellow runs into the house all Concord School, was the second
Cars involved in the collision Hancock, and Mrs. Betty C.
Humphrey and McGovern District of Columbia.
out of breath and told his wife he place winner. She is the
The winner last year was
In Ohio, which was electing
The Seventh Arnim! Laker wound up their Ohio campaignhad saved 50 cents by running daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.R. Patsy Burkeen,ICriksey School. at 9:41 am - were a 1962 Dodge Scott.
153 delegates to the Democratic
Tonuny
four
Cleveland,
door
owned
by
Songfest
will
be
presented
by
night
in
Monday
ing
The
will
get-together
informal
behind the bus all the way Avery, Pine Bluff Shores.
Her history teacher is Paul
Workman and driven by Anna be held in the faculty lounge.
the .Choral Department of the paying Visits to a Metropolitan (Continued on Page Six)
home. "Well, that certainly
Vicki Weatherford, D'Urso.
O'Bryan Workman of 603 Ellis
At the alumni banquet , that Calloway County High School on
wasn't very bright", his wife
DriVe, Murray, and a Ford four night, the class members and Thursday, May 4,at 7:00 p.m. in
says,"why didn't you run home
door driven by Roy L. Lassiter, their spouses will be seated at Jeffrey Gym.
behind a taxi and save three
408 South 8th Street, Murray. special tables as honored
Groups sehedoled to perform
dollars."
Police said Mrs. Workman guests. They will be presented in the Songfest are the Mixed
was going north on Fourth as a group by Dr. Forest C. Chorus, Girl's Chorus, and the
A candidate for mayor in a
Street
Freshman Chorus. They will be
and had stopped for, the Pogue,Alumni
As
president of the
small town called on a minister
traffic
light
at Fourth and Main
under the direction of Mrs.
tb ask for his vote in.the,coming
Streets. Lassiter was hacking.. In 1947 Murray" State con- Josiah Darnall, Calloway.
eleC110/1. "Before IT decide to
out from a parking space and'
ferred 129 bachelor's and '15 County High School Choral
give you my support," said the
, master's degrees.
Director, and 'Mrs. Daniel
collided with the Workman cat:
minister, "I Would like to mit
according to the police report.
Although a majority of the Terhune, student teacher from
you a question. Do you ever
Damage to the Dodge was on Class of 1947 live in Kentucky Murray State University.
partake of intoxicating' .—
the right rear door and-right and Tennessee, current address
Music to be- perforrned-Anbeverages?" "Before I reply
rear
the
eludes
-I'd Like To Teach The
to
quarter
and
panel
show
paraphrase
that
others
-to
would like to ask yotfili
Ford on the left rear tail light a line from the "Alma Mater"-, World Toling," "We've Only
question," said the would-be
and bumper.
have gone "many mires hence' Just Begun.", "Preludium"
mayor cautiously, "Is this an
16th
Chestnut
North
and
and
are scattered from from "Close To You,""Up With
inquery or an invitation?".
People," "Florian's Song,"
Streets was the scene of the California to New York.
"Panis
Angelicus;
" and
collision at 4:05 p.m. between a
selections from
Richard
1972 Cougar two door hardtop
Mrs. J. B. Wilson Will
Rogers' new'musical "Two By
driven by Rita Gayle Chaney of
HEIDELBERG, Germany (AirrNc) April 17—Army Staff
Murray Route Six, and a 1970 Give Garden Club Program Two."
Sergeant Van A. Johnson (left), son of Mrs. Pearl Johnson, 307 S.
Following the concert, there Fifth St., Murray, Ky., receives his second award of the Army
Pontiac Grand Prix owned by
William S. Gargus and driven
Mrs. J.B. Wilson will present will be an art exhibit in the Commendation Medal during recent ceremonies near Heidelberg,
The women of the Oaks
by Greta Brooks Gargus of
the program on "Using Natures Calloway County High School Germany.
Country Club will have their
Route One, Box 5, Murray.
Art In Arrangements" at the Cafeteria by the students of the
first official day of golf on
The medal was awarded for meritorious service. Such service
Police said Miss Chaney was meeting of the Garden art department under the ,can be over an extended period of time or for outstanding
Wednesday, May 3, with tee off
going east on Chestnut Street Department of the Murray direction of Larry Dunn.
time at nine a.m. Laura Parker
achievement in a single situation. In either case, the recipient
The public is cordially invited must have demonstrated skills and dedication far above the
making a right turn onto North Woman's Club to be held
will be golf hostess.
16th Street. Mrs. Gargus, also Thursday, May 4, at 1 30 p.m. at to attend. Tickets may be average.
A potluck luncheon will be
purchased at the door.
members
all
making a right turn off Chestnut the club house.
noon
and
served at
Sgt. Johnson received the award while assigned as an adThe chairman, Mrs. JOhn
onto North 16th Street, failed to
are urged to attend, a
ministrative non-commissioned officer in the office of the deputy
Livesay, urges all members to
see the Chaney car stopned in
spokesman said.
chief of staff for logistics in Germany.
WOMEN'S BOWLING
Jeff West, right, was`presented his medal as the winner of the
time to avoid a collision, ac- attend this last meeting of the
All
women interested in
He entered the army in January 1967 and arrived in Germany
FREE KITTEN
American History Contest sponsored by the Captain Wendell cording to the police report.
1971-72 club year..
bowling
in
the
summer
league
January.
last
about
six
A Calico kitten,
Oury Chapter of the DAR on Saturday. The presentation was
Serving as hostesses will he are urged to
Damage to the Cougar was on
attend a meeting to
Sergeant, whose wife, Gayle, is with him in Germany, is a
The
weeks old, is available to
made by W.P.(Dub) Russell, history teacher at Murray Middle
Miller,
J.
the rear bumper and deck lid, Mesdames Kenton
be held tonight (Tuesday) at 11945 graduate of E.W.Grove High School in Paris,Tem.
someone for a pet. For further School where he is 'a student.
and to the Pontiac on the front Edgar Pride, J.W. Young, and seven p.m. at Covette Lanes.
information call 753-8115.
(Staff photo by David Hill) end.
(U.S. Army Photo)
Miss Maude Nance.

Mark_Iltu.rmap Presented_
Eagle Badge In 'Scouting

25th Reunion To Be..
Held At MSU May 6

Traffic Collisions
Investigated By
The City Police
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Regatta Is Political Fund-Raising
Planned At Committees Defy New Law
State Park

THE LEDGER & TIMES
NG COM
PUBLISHEDIBY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHI
PANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St , Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753,1916

W P. Williams, President (1941-1963)
(Williams, editor and Publisher
Gent MeCutchina, News Editor. NMI*eduction Manager
Wereservethe right-to.efeef-earr Adver+istite, Letters to the Editor,
Or Pub4ic Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in

7-114.--111CHWAIITL.M_____ficrutiny since the new law took
effect because for the first time
Preis Writer _
ising committees set up
ilhund-ra
(AFT
TON
WASHING
_
WEST LIBERTY.,
violation of the new by corporations and labor unterest of our readerS.
abed
apparent
excitement
an
is
There
National Representatives.....Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave.
full legal sanction.
the soft green hills in Eastakt--- federal election law,some poht- ions have
Memphis, Tn , Time A. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.
committees that
union
All
committees
g
Detroit, Mich
Kentucky at this time of year. ical fund-raisin
Subscription Rafts: By carrier in Murray: $.35 per week, SI 52 per
have filed registration statecorpodisclose
to
of
failed
depth
feeling
have
a
is
also
There
month, 518 20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
their affiliaand of peace that hill people rate ties when registering with ments have listed
S7.50 per year other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
tion.
per year, more than 150 miles from Murray,$18.00 per year. All mail
the the government.
with
e
experienc
subscrptions plus 5 percent state tax.
elections law reAu_ examination of the more _ The new
rehabilitation of mountains ill
Entered daily at Inc Pest Clellice...Murray.Xedvcky, for tr-ensroils4ion
expecting
committee
any
statements
quires
n
registratio
thàli 600
as Second C ass Matter.
spring.
more in poThe mountain-born can arise filed with the General Account- to handle $1,000 or
The Outstanding Civic Asset ot & Community
ns during a
is the Integrity of its IIIIPW1411810er
on a cool morning, walk into ing Office since the law took ef- litical contributio
any "aff11list
to
year
24
calendar
cornthat
out
shows
over
feet April 7
their yards and look
organ.
TUESDAY-MAY
that has changed in a week - - tees have officers who also-.-iated---ar—connected
tuitions."
corpo._
particular
lush,
.of
Ja.e
to
offieerl
stark
and
from sparse
In regulations interpreting
and green. They look up to. rations
hilltop and sky, they look down
Of these, 14 included the cor- the new law, the GAO said such
at their feet to see dandelions as porate name in the committee organizations include, but are
LIDGIM & Yarn !ILI
bright as miniature suns.
title or listed it openly else- -not limited to:
-"An organization which orAt Jenny Wiley State Resort where in their statements.
the reporting comOil,
ganized
62,
age
Gulf
not:
spring
of
Roberts,
Park,,this excitement
Ten others did
Deaths reported are Mrs. Eddie
Un- mittee primarily for the purin
Industries,
event
an
of
that
Central
with
L.A.
couple
is
Illinois
Mrs.
and
80,
age
,
Mrs. Gertrude Thurman
June when the blue-green water ion Oil, Tennessee Eastman pose of influencing the nomiMoore, age 71.
of Dewey Lake will be alive with Co., Seaboard Coast Line Rail- nation or election of fandidates
•
Nancy Scull was' the winner of the Calloway
boats and boatmen and the road, General American Trans- for federal office;
-"An organization whose priCounty 4-H Club Dress Revue held at the Little
Winks teeming with those who portation, Quaker Oats and
mary purpose is to support the
love water sports, especially a three smaller companies.
Chapel, Murray State College. Runnersup were
committee;
most
reporting
interviews,
regatta.
telephone
Goode.
In
Beverly
Carolyn Murdock and
-"An organization whose
On June 24-25, participants in corporate executives said no
and
Officer,
Health
County
rth,
Butterwo
Dr. A.D.
the second annual Dewey Lake connection existed between membership is similar to that
R.L. Copper, administrative assistant, released the
Regatta featuring We Northern their companies and the vari- of the reporting committee."
this
annual report of the activity of the Calloway County
Championship boat races
ous committees because bylaws • penalties for violation ti
tota
1961—
for
ths
CPM
-e-In Ititlay.—Btr
will create white wa---@r-t
-ifftm
Health -Dep
of the committees dii-noT re- section of-thelaw are- NU
to
Point
Arrowhead
from
way
218.
strict membership or donors fine, a year in jail or both.
379 and deaths
Branch, past coves and solely to those employed by
Stratton
Fred Thompson, acting direcof
by
members
Ne44949444
Coe*
honored
was
Gardner
Hill
Mrs.
glades.
and
woods
pine
of the GAO's Office of Fedglens,
tor
-.
companies.
their
the"
her Birthday Club with a potluck luncheon at
It was estimated by the U.S.
exception was Claude C. eral Elections, said that whethOne
church
following
Gardner cabin on Kentucky Lake
Army Corps of Engineers that Wild Jr., registered lobbyist for er the company had violated
services on Sunday_
36,500 people attented last Gulf Oil, who acknowledged his the law "depends, of course, on
_
Park committee, -called Tha .Corn- wh-t.thear intention wa&" _
regatta.
August's
manager John Combs believes mittee for Good Government?
"But certainly," he said,
that a crowd of 100,000 will be on was solely for Gulf executives. . "when all officers of a cornhand this year.
"I just overlooked it," said mittee are the same, work for
IZMIR ei TIMM Ina
Park employes already are Wild. "I wasn't trying to hide the same company, that's exdeep into work plans to provide anything. If I had been, I would actly what we had in mind in
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - more campsites for ,,the many have gotten a Post Office box. the regulations."
Mrs. Dallas Wicker, age 62, Chester Barrow, age
Mrs. Betty Greenwell Kassulke, families who will come -to The GAO is charged with in43, W4,1ter Grey Dunn, age 70, and Erenst Fur,
But I listed my name and adSPACE CENTER, Houston years. The rocks returned by a former superintendent of the enjoy mountain scenery and hill
today.
- vestigating violations of the law
reported
dress."
•
age 80, are the deaths
their
crews
four earlier Apollo
(AP) - Scientists take
Kentucky -evrrectional in- hospitality, along with the
Another exceP11011 Was -Taw-and turning over findings to the
Displays in the store wind9ws in Murray and
first look today at rocks from ranged between 3 and 4 billion stitution for women, has re- events of the regatta.
More nessee Eastman of Kingsport, Justice Department if it feels
the moon's highlands while the years in age, so the Apollo 16 turned to head that facility, parking areas are being
other communities call attention to National Home
a subsidiary of Eastman legal action is justified.
Commissioner established at various points Tenn.,
astronauts who brought them to samples could provide clues to Corrections
Demonstration Week April 27-May 3. There are
Thompson said failure to list
Kodak.
earth continue technical de- an important chapter in lunar Charles Holmes announced
along the regatta course and
director of .an affiliation "is one of the
sixteen homemakers clubs in Calloway County.
Disler,
L.
Ralph
briefings on the Apollo 16 lunar history.
todat.
May Lodge and other buildings TEC public relations and chair- things we're looking at and
Movie stars Tim Holt and Richard (Chico) Martin
Lunar geologists believe that
mission.
Mrs. Kassulke replaces Delos on the park grounds are un- man of Volunteers for Better where we find it we will call it
the
of
manager
r,
Lancaste
Frank
with
are pictured
Some of the rocks, in sealed during this early period the Marcy, who retired as acting dergoing a renovation that will
apGovernment, said the com- to their ( the committee's) atVarsity Theatre, made while they made an
containers, are to be placed in moon had a hot, active interior superintendent.
make rooms and cottages ultra- mittee has contributors other tention."
nitrogen-filled examinationcab- like the earth's and -that vol-- Mrs. Grmiavell -resigned as beautiful,' as well at..4' relaxing
pearance here in- Murray.
He and other GAO officiab------than TEC employes and that
all
inets and one sample bag and canoes played a role in carving superintendent last November and comfortable.
"We like for summer to come so we can open
of the committee's three of- indicated that in this early and
one
in
late
opened
one box will be
featureS such as mounftti:ns, . to become a research planner
For those who like the thrill ficers was not a company em- somewhat chaotic stage of adthe windows and doors, but there is only one
the day.
canyons and plains.
with the firm of Prindle & Pat- of boat racing and the precision
ploye. He declined further com- ministering the new law such
drawback. Now the neighbors can hear us yell at the
John W. Young, Charles M.
Those who watched Young rick architects for correctional driving of skilled sportsmen,
ment.
violations probably would be
kids", from the column, "Seen St Heard Around
MatK.
Ohio.
and Duke on the moon via tele- facilities in Columbus,
Duke Jr. and Thomas
the shore of Dewey Lake will be
file with the resolved through warnings ison
Records
tingly II came back from their vision and listened to their deMurray."
A native of Jefferson County a long, natural "50-yard line" House of Representatives show sued by letter or telephone call.
11-day mission with a record scriptions believe there is a and graduate of the University all the way from The Point
The three smaller companies
that virtually all 109 people who
245 pounds of material. Young good chance the astronauts re- of Louisville and Catherine down the straightaway to
contributed $36,000 to the corn- not openly including their corMr".
_
_
-Stratton Brandi,
atello-Taf Vitrywitr -are em- potatrmom tir tmitt-rvisingmalting man's first exploration denee they sought.
--sulke has eight years total ex- --- Almost 9000 in prize
TEC-or a subsidiary committee titles are Falk Corp.
ployed-by
the Kingsport area.
Experts expect to be studying perience at the women's in- and trophies awaits winners in
in the moon's mountains, in the
Krause Milling Co., both of
And the Lord God called unto Adam, and said unto
Of
number
attic,
,
the samples for years,"com- stittition, beginning as a student the re
Descartes highlands.
ones
, and R.B. Jones
Milwaukee
H.E-.chairman
vice
Wilson,
him, Where art thou?-Genesis 3:1.
als are big names '1
-ip-at c,"T
These rocks may be among paring them with earlier Apollo -intern in. 1964 and then
the committee, who Disler Corp., a Kansas City, Mo., inof
dating
sin.
into
fall
moon,
Eve's
piecing
and
This is the story of Adam
samples and eventually
the oldest on the
ing a teacher in the academic
boating and big names in the said is not employed by TEC, surance firm.
perhaps back between 4 and 4.5 together the story of the history school until she was appointed entertainment circuit. Just as
Adam accuses Eve and Eve the snake. But God held
reached for combillion years to the formative of the moon. This in turn could associate superintendent in an example, W.S. Holland, of could not be
The Ganges River sweeps
them responsible for their conduct.
directories show
law
But
ment.
our
earth
tell much about how
1,560 miles from Himalayan
1968. She was promoted to' Johnny Cash's "Tennessee
Wilson, an attorney, to be a
and solar system evolved.
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Kentucky State Trouper
Walter Adcox was the guest
speaker at the Quota Club
luncheon held Tuesday, April
25, at noon at the Triangle
Restaurant. This was the
climax of the month of emphasis on law enforcement by
the local club.
The state trooper spoke on
community and law enforcement relations. He has
been working with law enforcement for seventeen years
and is a member of Post I,
McCracken County, covering
eleven counties, and one of the
committee on public - information, safety education,
and drugs. Mrs. Helen Spann is
law enforcement chariman for
the club.
Mrs.
Heloise
Roberts,
president, introduced Trooper
Adcox. She said the club wanted
to express its appreciation to
the local law enforcement
officers, County Judge Robert
0. Miller, Murray Mayor
Holmes -Ellis, the staff of the
Ledger & Times, and the club
law enforcement chairman,
Mrs. Spann, for
their
cooperation and help in the
observance of Law Enforcement_Month during April.
Special guests at the luncheon
meeting were Sgt. Max Morris
of the Murray Police Department, Joe Green, chief security
officer at Murray State
University, Dale Spann, citycounty detective, Mrs. Ray
RelVirtgrfler.‘liefA` filsberts;'
and Trooper Adcox.

Piano and organ students of Mrs. Bobble Garriso
n presented a recital at the Flint Baptist Church
on Thursday, April 6. Most improved girl student
was Celli's' Curd, honorable
mention, Paulette
Hooks; most improved boy student, Gary McClure,
honorable mention, Roger Stubblefield. Special
guest was Mrs. Adell Dunlap, who played and sang,"To Me
He's So Wonderful." A variety of music
was presented from Moonlight Sonata, by Beethoven
to folk songs and many religious selections.
Refreshments of sheet cake with musical notes and
punch were enjoyed by the 150 guests and
students attending. Standing, left to right, front row, Shaun
Baker, Stefane Baker, Cellas Curd, Lean
Stanley, Mitzi Newsome, Sandy Garrison, Ellen Mahan,
Mind Winchester, Roger Stubblefield;
second row, Debbie Blakely, Vicki Cunningham, Jan Garriso
n, Tonle Barnett, Patti Miller, Kary
Garrison, Paulette Hooks, Natalie Newsome, Gina Crabtre
e, Patricia Tucker; third row, Adell
Dunlap, Lynn Dunn, Bobbie Garrison, Rhonda Sledd; back row,
Terri Dick, Jane Wager, Ricky
Barrow, Jimmy Burkeen, Cullen Moody, Gary McClure
and Ricky Cunningham. Students taking
lessons but unable to attend were Debra Tucker, Denise Dumas,
Eddie Taylor, Kent Bucy and
Randy Hill, Jeanette Story,Mary Lee,Polly Hooks,Gels Edwards, Glenda
Garner, and Donna Cobb.

DEAR ABBY: I have this terrible complex about being
small bosomed. Where did I get this complex in the first
_
place? From my husband, that's where.
He's all the time looking at the pictures -of-those big
bosomy girls in the magazines. And whenever a stacked girl
walks by, he practically twists his neck off looking. I feel
like crawling into a hole somewhere, or hitting him for
making me feel so inferior.
Would a small girl like me feel better if she had her
bosoms surgically enlarged? It's crossed my mind a few
times. How long would it take? I might want to surprise
my husband.
CHEATED
DEAR CHEATED: I don't recommend "surprising"
your husband. If you're considering that type of surgery,
talk it over uith him first. Some men like to look, but they
prefer their wives as Nature made 'em.

Mrs. Carl Lee Enoch

DEAR ABBY: Someone asked why so many people
The wedding of Miss Linda Leon Henson of Virginia Beach,
walk into a restaurant and sit at a table with dirty dishes
Sue Henson and Rev. Carl Lee Va.
when clean tables are available. You suggested that it
Enoch of Louisville wait
The candles were lighted by
might be the coziness of clutter.
Solemnized MI "Friday, April 7; Bandy Leon Henson -of Virginia
You were too polite, Abby. You could have said becaus
e
at seven-thirty o'clock in the __Beach, Va., and Roy Dale.
Tuesdayt,May!
Lodge will meet at the lodge
they feel more at home in messy surroundings. Or perhaps
,
The Hazel WSCS will be hosts hall at eight p.m.
evening at the Fourth Avenue Sheridan of Mayfield.
they hope to snitch a tip left for the waitress by the previfor the Coldwater USCS at the
Baptist Clorch.
Reception
ous diner.
Hazel United Methodist Church
Parents of thitabride are Mr.
The
Garden
Depart
ment
Following the ceremony the
of
By
so
doing, you possibly would have shamed a few
The Calloway County High at
seven. p.m.
and Mrs. Willard W. Henson- reception was held at the
the Murray Woman's Club will
people out of their habit.
—SWOorChapter of the Future
of 117 Kiekbusch, Borger, fellowship hall of the church.
4iwelnb.bale& at.4,430.
The Women's Society of
Business Leaders of America
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,
_ .1t7A5
p.m.
Hostes
ses
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Mrs. Jerry Sheridan, sister of
.37-11n.000.414:8 Datt.1-1.0"tr.
held its monthly meeting Christian Service of the First
DEAR JUST: You could be right. It never occurre
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatous Enoch of the groom
d to
**Mpg
United Methodist Church will Mesdames Kenton Miller, J.
Wednesday, April 26.
me. And I'm sdre It has never occurred to others
Murray, Route Seven.
Edgar Pride, J.W. Young, and
cake and Miss Kathy Wickerwho
Following the opening rituals meet at 7:30 p.m. at the church.
would
never
conside
r doing such a lowdown thing. But lB
Rev. Joe L. Buckner, sham presided at the punch
the installation of officers was The executive board will meet Miss Maude Nance.
bet after this hits print. a lot of Abby readers
missionary to the deaf, per- bowl.
.
will never
held. Each old officer explained at 6:45 p.m.
again sit at a messy table in a restaurant.
formed the double ring
The WMCF of the Assembly
The couple left for a wedding
the duties of the office to the
Murray Assembly No. 19 of God Church will meet at
ceremony. A program of trip to French Lick, Ind., with
new officer. Candles were lit to Order of the Rainbo
Put three cups frozen
w for Girls seven p.m.
nupitial music was presented by the bride wearing a white knit
French fries into greased
symbolize the inspiration and will meet at the Masoni
DEAR ABBY: Recently, dew a symphony concert
c Mall at
-Samuel H. Taylor, Louisville, and jersey floor length enbaking dish; pour one-half
enlightenment that can be at- seven p.m.
there was a child in the audience who laughed, spoke loudly
friday, May 5
organist, and Herman E. semble. They are now residing
cup milk over them. Dot with.
tained from each office.
and behaved boisterously not once, but several times during
May Fellowship Day will be
Rowlett, Jr., Lebanon, soloist. at
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105-D Forest Court,
The Annie Armstrong Group held at the
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salt an d dash of pepper.
The new Mrs. Enoch is
member of the club for 1971-72. First Baptist Church will meet luncheon will be served.
others, to lead the child from the auditorium after the first
The
Cover and bake at 425 deassorted spring flowers,flanked teacher of the Deaf at Dupont
offense, tho many in the audience were visibly irritated.
N. P. Paschall, sponsor of the with Mrs. Karl Hussung at 7:30 program is sponsored by the
grees F., following package
by the spiral brass candelabra Manual High School and Music,
Finally, the conductor himself turned on the podium arid
club, presented David Hall with p.m.
Church Women United.
directions, or until potatoes
holding
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Youth,
brass
and Education Director
looked into the audience with dsbelief!
-a eertific-ate for his outstanding__ The Delta Department of the
are tender Sprinkle with onekneelin
g
bench was used at the of the Baptist Church of the
I have had the same experience during church sermons
work in FBLA.
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Murray
Club
altar. Baskets of ferns and the Deaf at Louisville. Rev. Enoch
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ese melts,
tended the State Leadership Mesdames Mavis 'McCamish,
reserved pews were marked by Baptist Church.
,preparation, and such interruptions spoil the mood
about five minutes Serves 4
Conference April 6, 7, and 8 at Clinton Rowlett, Raymond F.
of the
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audiences completely.
Seelbach Hotel in Louisville. Sixon, Graves Sledd,Mary Jane
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When will selfish parents realize that they should
Bride's Dress
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not
Jcie — Nall
The bride, given in marriage
bring children to affairs of a serious nature until
ticipated in the state contests. Rayburn, and Miss Hazel
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meet at the club how at 7:30 the high school gym.
Rogers, Lisa Perrin, 1Krista
and long lace sleeves. Her
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Erwin, and Merry Evans won p.m. Hostesses will be
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length veil of illusion trimmed
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yes, it will be strictly confidential! V. D. is a disease, not a
in lace was attached to a
The welcome was given by
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ce of pearl encrusted
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Becky
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a
,
senior FHA
Susan McCann, Miss FBLA;
satin roses on organza and lace
Katie Kemp, Penmanship; The Baptist Young Women member, and a member of the
Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply,
petals.
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-----A.
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Math Team; Steve Courtney, are scheduled to have their County High School, served as
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Don Stewart, Dicke Overbey, separate meetings at the church fashion commentator.
Rate to write letters? Send Si to Abby. Box rArieo, Los
Bible.
The fashions modeled, by the
Andy Newsome, preparation of at seven p.m.
Angeles, Cal. seem, for Abby's booklet, "How
Mrs-. • Marian
to Write Let.
Benton
girls were divided into four
Chapter Exhibit.
tiers fee An Occasions."
Youngblood of Louisville was
The Baptist Women of the categories: Sportswear casual,
The two voting delegates for
the matron of honor. She wore a
the Chapter were Sabrina Flint Baptist Church will meet dressy, and formal. Enblue dotted swiss overtaffeta
tertainment during the inTucker and Steve Courtney. at the church at seven p.m.
dress
designed empire style
termiss
ions
was
provide
Another member attending was
d by
The Blankenship Circle of the Janey
with the bodice ahd long sleeves
Kelso, Calloway County
Annita Butterworth. Miss WSCS of the
South Pleasant FHA preside
trimmed in white lam Her
nt and Kentucky
Frances Armstrong and N.P. Grove United
Methodist Church Lake District
headpiece was of spring flowers
Paschall, sponsors, also at- will meet
FHA president
at the home of Mrs. and
and she carried a French
Randy Lee, FHA Beau and
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Richard Nesbitt at 7:30 p.m.
bouquet of spring flowers tied
president of Calloway Future Country Club enjoye
d a
with
blue streamers.
Farmer
s of America.
delightful luncheon on their
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Pantyhose Care
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
The girls modeled articles of regular lathes day on Wedmeet at the school at 1:45 p.m.
Eighteen from Murray are Roy L. Henson of Virgini
a
clothing they had made in class, nesday, April 26, at the club.
After each wearing wash
among 61 juniors and seniors Beach, Va., sister-in-law
pantyhose. Roll same in a
of the
as
home projects, or as home
Thursday, May 4
Mrs. Essie Caldwell, chair- recently initiated into Alpha bride, and Miss Lula Ann
towel or drip-dry .overnight.
Women of the Murray Moose practices.
Chi, a national collegiate Reynol
ds of Louisville. Their The following girls modeled: man, presided at the meeting honorar
y fraternity, at Murray attire was identical to the
followi
ng
the
luncheo
n.
The
Sandra Hargrove, Theresa
State University.
matron of honor's.
Byerly, Theresea Parrish, luncheon time was changed
Miss
Karen
Elizabeth
Diane Burkeen, Jo Ann Chaney, from 12:15 to noon and the tee
They are: Jan Cooper, 1614 Buckner of -Louisvi
lle was the
Glenda Stubblefield, Barbara off time for golf was changed Sunset Dr.;
Myra Cleaver, Rt. flower girl and Ricky
Lynn
Donelson and daughter Selena, from nine a.m.to 9:30 a.m. until 1, Almo; Brenda
Gamblin, 315 Sheridan of Mayfield was the
Margaret Greer, Sherrie the weather was wanner. All College Cts.;
Martha Bowen, rtngbearer.
members that work, however,
Starks, and Alene Paschall.
1302 Vine Sir; Janice Bergeson,
H. Michael Johnson of
Janet Newberry, Janet are urged to come on out as soon Riviera Cts.;
Jean Bennet, 1610 Lumberton, N.C., was the
best
Williams, Marketia Orr, as they can for the luncheon if West Olive;
John Belote, Rt.
man. The groomsmen were
Malinda Taylor, Betty Chaney, they make their reservations in Murray;
Wilma Beatty, 1662 Clark Richard Youngb
LEATHER and SUEDE
lood of
Janey Byeriy, Patsy Burkeen, advance.
College Tr.; Phillip Battle, 1103 Louisvil
le, Frank Timmerman
Brenda
In charge of the luncheon last Main; Carol Stedeli
Outland,
Susan
n, 305 of Edgefield, S.C., and Roy
Southside Shopping Center
Williams, Leah Vance, Cheryl Wednesday were Mesdames Broach.
•Black •Purple •Beige
Jackson, and Allison Wilford. Tommy Goodwin, Hillard
•Gold •Muttis •White
Karen Crick, Janet Usrey, Rogers, Ray Story, Jimmy
David Sellers, 1616 Calloway;
Pam Robinson, Juana Stock- Rickman, Billy " Roberts, Mary Hopson, Rt. 6, Murray
;
dale, Ave Colson, Anita Chaney, Norman Lane, William Grasty, Ernest Williams, 1403; Susan
Loretta Jones, Sandy Parris, Walter Waterfield, William Nance, 1715 Farmer Ave.;
Annette Strode, and Patty Taylor, Joe Allbritten, Chesley Thomas Keaton, Winchester
Winchester.
Butterworth, James Rogers, Apts,; and Linda Citing, 115
The Murray-Calloway County
Becky Chaney, Jennifer Jack Benton, Robert Etherton, College Ct.
Woman's Auxiliary to the
Lovett, Pat Barnett, Sandra Gene Housden, Jimmy Bell,
Duncan, Janey Kelso, Penny Walter Whaley, and William
Qualifications for mem- Kentucky Medical Association
met for a luncheon meeting at
Higgins, Cilia Compton, Norita Seale.
bership in Alpha Chi are, for
Cassity, Sabrina Riley, Teri
juniors, a 3.75 overall average the Holiday Inn on Monday,
Never iron terry towels. This and
Williams, Brenda Overcast, and
for seniors, a 3.5 standing. May 1, with Mrs. B. C. Lowry,
flattens the loops, makes the
Mary Beth Hayes.
Figures are based on a 4.00 president, presiding.
New officiers elected for the
Pam Robertson, Terri Sills, surface hard instead of soft and system.
not nearly so absorbent.
1972-73 years were selected.
Patty Hurt, Delores Burton,
Their terms in office will begin
Denise Dumas, June Murdock,
/roe /levy OKs,On
in September. They are Mrs.
Dianne
Johnson, Suzette
Mrs. J. B.Buritsien
rwnfrAste Ayes.ro,-,er
751.1f17 or 751.4W,
Samuel G. Bell, president; Mrs.
Hughes, Sharon Darnell,
Oiwg MOW StAYKE
Gary R. Marquardt, presidentAmanda Hoke, Cathy Pigg,
elect; Mrs. Hal E. Houston,
Denise Johnson, Dathy Wesson,
Court Square
Murray, Ky. *
vice-president; Mrs. Prue W.
Cindy Compton, Cathy Futrell,
Kelly, secretary-treasurer.
Janet Riley, Meliea Spann, aid
Twelve members were
Christy Lockhart.

Chapter Scrapbook
Of Calloway FBLA
Wins First Place

Potato strips

Spring Style-StiA
meta by Calloway
_stut On Thursday

ek,

4118.

Oaks Women Hold
Regular Luncheon

Eighteen Named To
Alpha Chi Group

At Murray State

Look to Littleton's

Watch For Our

for

IOPEN171-61-11

WEDGES

Ladies Fashion Outlet

CE!"

fewswycli

,
1111

ighti
Dusk

Officers Named At
Woman's Medical
Auxiliary Luncheon

IThe Happy Yellow Store *

753-2.32
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Vida Blue Set To Sign Water Better Rod Pryer Among MSU'
s
Oakland Contract Today For Fishing Best Basebc

dI Players

TUESDAY-MAY 2, 1972

PACE FIVE

Indiana Slips By
Stars For Title

Ali Ift
Unab
Fighl

rRANICFORT
By DAVE O'HARA . . at a sack Bay hotel,_a short Improved water conditions mil-Associated Press Sports Writer distance from Fenway
-Park warMer temperatures have sigIf Rod Pryer were triplets he baseball team last fall. Since
SALT LAKE CITY tAP) - Keller dropped In.jwo free
BOSTON (AP)- Vida Blue, where the A's meet the Boston naled the beginning of good
After losing their first four Secon
might end up in Murray State's (tach Johnny Reagan has a
d-half heroics by Roger throws with five seconds Idt to'
the Oakland A's sensational Red Sox tonight.
games of the season-two to Brown
fishing, the Fish and Wildlife Baseba
ll Hall of Fame as its strong mound corps and was
and Freddie [Avis clinch it.
young southpaw, was set to end
LSI!, one to Tulane, and one to
Kuhn and A's owner Charlie Resources department said to- best outfielder ever,
sparke
Indiana Pacers to
the
d
first
at
suA
base,
The Pacers, who lost on their
one
he
decide
of
its
d
to
lais holdout and sign a 1972 con- Finley also were due
Loyola, the Racers have beaten
in town day.
best first basemen, and among pl# Pryer in right field where
a 117-113 victory over the Utah home court in the seventh and
tract today as probably the for the official signing
Loyola
twice,
swept
The
roundup: a five game Stars Monda
of one of
its winningest pitchers.
the team would have advantage
y night, giving In- final game against Utah last
tiighest paid major league soph- baseball's top gate attrac
series from Illinois-Chicago
Cumberland-Crappie good
tions.
Currently playing in right *of his big bat each game.
diana the American Basketball year, will meet the winner of
----more a;- histary._
Circle, won one of three from
on minnows around cover at 2- field, he's leadin
• "I wouldn't mi.ss it," Finley
Association Western Division the Virginia-New York
g the Murray
-Rod's such a fine and
, 1 "I'm ready to play," the 22- said in Chicago, adding
series
Notre Dame, swept three from
—Fie was 15 feet-, white bass .good..in team in hitting and is among the ‘ersatile athlet
title
and eliminating the de- for the ABA title.
e
I
,
year-old pitcher said late Mon- "extremely pleased" that
knew he North Dakota,.won one of three
large
tribut
aries
dayti
by
me
nation's leaders with a healthy could play anywh
Blue
fending ABA champs.
Brown bombed away in the
ere 'andI from Brown, won five
day night after arriving in Bos- was ready to sign.
trolling and at night on min- .384 average
of six
and has already needed him most in the
Lewis, who finished with 23 second half, scoring 17 of his 27
ton on a non-stop flight from
outfrom Purdue, split two with
Finley said the contract nows 20 feet.
set a new season RBI record field," Reagan
points, hit a free throw with 24 points. Mel Daniels added 19
said. "He was Vanderbilt, beat Austin
San Francisco and then going terms will be -the same worke
Below dam, trout on worms with 36.
Peay seconds to go in the last minut
d
one
of
the
e for the Pacers and Keller
best
first
into seclusien: - basem
en
and
and
Southe
cheese
ast Missouri twice, to inake
milky, tributaries
- -out test week in- a meeting with
He has a career pitching -I've seen in Murray, perha
115-111
it
after
Zelmo
scored 11, including nine in the
Blue was met at Logan Inter- Blue. The club owner added clear, falling, 7 feet above sumps
Western Kentucky once, and
,
record at Murray of 10-3- and 1-Vie best outfielder and
pational Airport by Joe Reicha fine- split apair with Arkansas-State- Beaty brought Utah to. within second half.
The contract will read ;50,000 mer pool, 64.
most of the time he was com- pitcher. I've pitched him twice
threeBegy scored 25, 17_ in the
jet, assistant to baseball corn- and on the side will be ;13,00
Herrington-White bass good
Remaining on the schedule
0
piling it -he was playing first this season ( he's 1-1) and if
Utah's Jimmie Jones came second half. Jones+tut trend
gnissioner Bowie Kuhn. He was in cash.my are doubleheaders with Austin
in Dix River on Minnows and
base the days he didn't pitch other pitchers hadn't
back with a 15-foot jumper to Willie Wise led the Stars with
polite, but not very COIT11111.1been Peay and Memphis State.
In his first full season in the do jigs, white bass fair in tribu- because he was so
close to within 115-113, but Billy 26.
throwing so well, I'd have
handy
with
a
_nicative with the lone sports league in 1971, Blue earne
taries
by daytime trolling and
d
bat.
pitched him several
riter to meet him.
times
$14,750 while compiling a 24-8 on minnows at night, black
Pryer, from McLeansboro, more. But he's such a
He looked fit, but merely record and packing in' fans bass fair by casting deep runtalented
Ill.,
and
four
a
-sports man at tatter,! wanted him where he
1shrugged and occasionally wherever he pitched.
ners and jigging nightcravilers. McLea
nsboro High School, could use that talent to best
.. smiled when asked questions,
Dix River and tributaries
Blue and his attorney, Robert
such as how long did he think it J. Gerst of Los Angeles, have clear„ lake murky to muddy, enrolled in Murray in 1966. He advantage."
played three seasons for the
Reagan credits much of
would take before he's ready to conducted marathon
negotia- falling, 5 feet above summer Racers, pitching and at first
Fryer's success at the plate to
pitch.
tions with Finley, An apparent pool, 66.
base, and then spent two years his being so relaxe
"I've been working out on my agreement fell through last FriNolin-Bluegill fair to good
d there. -I
BOSTON (API - The Boston
own," the 1971 American day when Blue refused to sign on worms in tributaries, black in the Army,including a hitch in believe you could shoot a
Despite the loss, the Rangers
Bruins vow to play 60 minutes hitting and let them come to
firecracker in back of him
League's most valuable player a joint announcement of the bass fair on surface lures. Low- Vietnam.
us, we can't afford that again, were encouraged by the fantas
Service time in back of him, shen he's
of
hocke
y
and
. - widCy-- Young Award winner ealltract's
the
battin
New
er
g
and
sectio
he
York
n
clear,
remainder he returned
details.
to school and the 14ou1dn't flinch."
Rangers hope to continue their We've got to play our game ev- tic comeback.
said. "I don't have any plans.
Triuricy,--19 feet above stiffener
ery
minute
."
"Coming from behind that
Fryer's also a fine glove mM newly found scoring power
I've been on a plane and
pool, falling and 64.
way should help us," Ranger
tciiiight in the second game of 5404:
and is speedy enaugh. to have
haven't talked to anyone. All I
Paschall Dies
Rough River-White hags
30(00.214420e5e4=4:4:0e
Coach Emile Francis said. "We
stolen 5 bases this season. He's the Stanley Cup championship
want now is a good night's
good below dam on do jigs,
get in a hole like that again,
showd
own.
MURF'REESBORO, Tenn. black bass on surface lures,
sleep."
second on the team in homeruns
the guys know they have the
"We had an awful letdown
with Sand he has 4 doubles and 2
Blue, who had been holding ( AP) - Sam C. Paschal, 53, crappie on minnows at 4-5 feet,
ability to climb out of it."
and were lucky to pull it out,"
triples.
wt for $92,000,agreed to accept three times trainer of world clear in dam area, remainder By TI1E
ASSOCIATED PRESS
a--taV -wake-- -of ,$6:106 trfehanvion-.,lasnacaclge,.......1tallung,.i. renr..k4 to,muddy. 17 feet
Boston Coach Tom Johnson
above
With four games left to play, said
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Only eight holes-in-one _were
Pro Basketball Playoffs
after the Bruins' 6-5 victosign with the Athletics. All horses died Monday after a summer pailjaltink `ailll-fit.'
BATFING4215--attialS4-Muu-7u1--k-0.0
recorded on the men's pro golf
4
1:5-.J.-1'
By The Associated Press
-2211-1-46-2
that's needed now is his signa- heart attack. Paschal's three
441Barkley-Crappie good in win, Min,.439; Cash,
Reagan says the
tour in 1971. The lady pros -reg/...,
Det, .412.
o
series.
' NBA
ture on a contract. That busi- world champions were Setting tributaries on minnows at 3-20
RUNS-D.Allen, Chi, 11; the best he has developed in his
"We'll start Eddie Johnston
Championship
ness had to come first today Sun, 1958; Ebony's Master- feet, below dam, crappie good D.Nels
on, Tex, 10.
15 years of coaching at Murray
in goal and, hopefully, we'll
Monday's Result
before he left a motel and piece, 1962, and Sun's Delight, and white bass fair on do jigs.
RUNS BATTED IN-Darwin, and he's had some good ones,
play 60 minutes of hockey in
No games scheduled
moved in with his teammates 1963.
clear, 7 feet above summer Min, 15; Cash,
including eight Ohio Valley front
Det, 11.
of him," Johnson added.
Tuesday's Game
Pea,-rIsing- and 62.
HITS-D.Allen, Chi, 19; Dar- Conference champions.___
No game scheduled
The_ _Bangers, who scored
Barren-Black bass -good, es- win, Min, 111.: '
- - Wednesday's Game
only four goals in losing Jive
pecially in upper section, on
DOUBLES-D,Johnson, Bal,
Los Angeles at New York, natimes in a row to Boston during
medium deep runners, crappie 6; Aparicio, Bin,
5; Brinkman,
the National Hockey League's tional TV, best-of-7 series tied,
good in same area on minnows Det,.5; Murcer,
NY, 5; Pinson,
regular season, took a 1-0 lead 1-1.
at 5 feet, white bass good in (al, 5; Randle, Tex,
5.
Sunday, but the Bruins stormed
headwaters on minnows, clear,
TRIPI.ES-P.Kelly, Chi, 2;
ABA
2 feet above summer pool, fall- Bando, Oak, 2;
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAP - back and built what appeared
22 Tied With 1.
an overwhelming 5-1 advanDivision Finals
ing and 63.
HOME RUNS-Darwin, Min, Sentimentalists and hunch betMonday's Results
Kentucky-Crappie fair on 5; Cash, Det, 4: D.Alle
tors rejoice. Juan Arias is back- tage.
n, Chi, 4.
—Ne
w
East Division
York
cut
the
deficit
minnows at 4-12 feet, black
for
with
the
Kentucky Derby.
STOLEN BASES-McCraw,
New York 146, Virginia 136,
a second-period goal, and then
bass • by casting and flyfishing Cle14;-D-Nalson,
Arias
came
out
of
Venezu
ela
Tex,6; Patek,
surface and deep runners. Be- KC, 4.
last year and won the Derby connected three more times to best-of-7 series tied 3-3.
tie the -count 5-5 midway _
Division
low dam fishing off due to highPITCHING 2 Decisions)- with a $1,200 yearling named throug
h the finale, Ace Bailey's __Indiana 117, _Utak 113, Iner water, tributary heads mud- Blyleven, Min, 3-0,
Canon
ero
IL
Lester
's
Jester
,
1.000, 3.03;
goal with just over two minutes diana wins best-of-7 series 4-3.
dy, remainder 7 feet above Siebert, Bsn, 2-0,
1.000, 4.34; trained by Arias, also was a to play lifted Boston
Tuesday's Game
to victory.
summer pool, 65.
Kekich, NY, 2-0, 1.000, 2.37; $1,200 yearling purchase.
"After a ood start, we let
No game scheduled
Dale Hollow-Crappie on Bradley, Chi, 2-0,
Durin
g
Derby
week
1971 down,
1.000, 3.91;
" Johnson said, "we
Wednesday's Game
minnows at 3-6 feat,.black bais Burgtneier,
KC, 2-0, 1.000, 1.42; 'Canonero II had two baby teeth
IMPERIALS
No game scheduled
stopped forecbecking, stopped
on medium deep runners, clear, R.Woodson,
Min, 2-0, Leek pulled. Monday's Hassi's Image,
44.
Raias'
-other
Derby
hope2 89:
.
Green Crappie fair on min- 0,00; Brobe
rg_ Tex,__2;0. _
nows at 4 feet, black bass on 2.45.
shallow runners, upper section
Arias lost Canonero II when
STRIKEOUTS-Lolich, Det,
murky, remainder muddy, 15 28; Colem
the colt was sold after finishing
an, Det, 27.
feet above summer pool, falling
fourth in the Belmont Stakes,
and 67.
NATIONAL LEAGUE .. but he didn't forget about the
Grayson-Channel
catfish
BATTING 25 at bats)-Car- Derby.
good on worms, crappie on ty, At!,
"I began looking for a horse
.438; Stennett, Pgh,
minnows, upper section murky, .425.
to go back to the Derby." said
remainder muddy, 2 feet above
RUNS-Wynn, Htn, 15; Arias who decided to practice
summer pool, falling and 64.
W.Davis, LA;15; Garr,-Ad;131- his profession in Alw United
Fishtrap-Blnegill good in Morgan, ein, 13;
Watson, Htn, States. "In January! told Dr.
tributaries on worms, channel 13.
Shina to nominate them for the
catfish on cutbait, murky,
RUNS BATTED IN-King- Derby."
stable and 68.
The owner of Hassi's Image
man, SF, 18; Wynn, Htn, 16.
Dewey-Crappie fair on minHITS-A.Oliver, Pgh, 23; and Lester's Jester is Dr. Hassi
nows at 4 feet, bluegill fair on Garr, Atl,
23; Sanguillen, Pgh, Shina, a Louisville physician
worms, muddy, stable, 64.
Tolan, CM, 22; Wynn, Htn, who was born in Bagdad, Iraq.
Buckhorn-Crappie on min- 22; Bonds, SF,
But the return of the 32-year22.
nows at 5 feet, bluegill on
DOUBIES--A Oliver Pgh,6; old Arias to the scene of his
worms, tributaries clear, lower Tolan, CM,
6; Montanez, Phi, storybook triumph has not been
lake muddy, remainder murky, 5; Hebne
r,
Pgh, 5; Cedeno, smooth.
ALMOST A HANDSTAND-The Spanish bullfighter
7 feet above summer pool, 60.
"It was a struggle at first,"
Jose Ruiz
Htn, 5; Bonds, SF', 5.
"Calatraveno" was tossed in the air by his first enemy
recalled Arias who now speaks
during his
TRIPL
ES-Sa
nguil
len,
Pgh,
performance with the red flannel in the April fair
of Seville,
2; Tolan, Cin, 2; Rader, Htn, 2; some English and is just as
Spain. He escaped with minor bruises.
quick to say "Thank you" as he
, The next three Gator Bowl 30 Tied With 1.
AP Wirephotol games in Jacksonville will be
HOME RUNS-Kingman, SF', is to smile.
televised by ABC
But for several months after
6:- Wynn, Htn, 5.
STOLEN BASES-Morgan, he decided to go on his own asi.
trainer in the United States he
Cin, 9; Tolan, CM, 7.
PITCHING ( 2 Decisions)- had little to smile about.
Criticized in some quarters
Seaver, NY, 4-0, 1.000, 1.47;
J.Ray, Htn, 4-0, 1.000, 2.76; Sut- for his training method of long
ton, LA, 4-0, 1.000, 0.55; Nolan, gallops instead of more serious
Cin, 3-0, 1.000, 2.48; McDowell, works and handicapped by the •
language barrier Arias was not,
SF, 3-0, 1.000, 3.38.
STRIKEOUTS-Carlton, Phi, sought out by American owners. He also got into some clift.
34; Seaver, NY, 33.
culties with at owner in Ohio
that results in counter suits
that still are pending.
But then Arias, who now conOne-On-One
LOS ANGELES AP) -- Bob ditions seven horses for -three
anier, a 6-foot-11 center of the owners, was asked by a CleveDetroit Pistons, defeated 6-3 land attorney to train his three
Diazinon
Boston guard Jo Jo White 21-16 horses. Arias accepted and in
Sunday for the $15,000 first the fall he went to Churchill
AG 500
prize in the season-long Nation- Downs where Dr. Shine,looked
and
up
asked hin to train
al Basketball Association one- him
HaFsi's Image, the Arkansas
in-one tournament.
Lanier defeated Pete Mara- Derby runner-up, and Lester's
.141
!Eft
vich of Atlanta, Paul Silas of Jester, who has good speed.
"I met Dr. Shina on ThanksPhoenix, Mike Riordan of BaltiGliay
more and Mike'Newlin of Hous- giving Day," said Arias.
*.ft.."%waftiftrifti
ton- to reach the finals, White
beat four opponents who ranged
When you broadcast DiazfnOn",
from two to six inches taller you know your tobacco tr.ansRon Knight of Portland,
plant
s are safe from wireworms
Jack
Sure you ought to put it on
Mann of Baltimore. Connie
early— a few weeks ahead of
transplanting. And sure, it mean
Hawkins of Phoenix and Jeff
s
another trii over the field. But isn't
Mullins of Golden State.
that extra trip worth it, when
your
stan
NHL
d depends on it?
-The Largest and Most Progr
Championship
Signs Contract
essive Martial Art
s1onda)'s Results
HOUSTON I Al') The Housgame scheduled
No
ton Oilers' veteran defensive
Tuesday's Game
Establishment of it's kind in
end Pat Holmes has signed
the Pacific"
his.
New York at Boston, Boston
1972 contract, the National
leads best-of-7 series, 1-0.
Football League team anWednesday's Game
Industrial Road
\poun('ed Monday.
No games scheduled
Murray, Ky.
GAC 100.576

r

VANCOUVE
Former heavy
Muhammad
boxed his way
I2-round decis'
day night over
but failed in hi
durable Cana
for the first t
Ali, weighin
the most blow
seemed to ge
ones of
ru
about-7,500 fa
Coliseum.
Chuvalo at
disgust with t
of his 30-yea
looking for a r
against heavy
Joe Frazier, t
to beat him.
chuvalo wei
He suffered
the forehead
at the start o
but never ap
of going do
went to 36-1, w
_feta the 17

Bruins, Rangers To Meet in
Second Stanley Cup Contest

Major League
Leaders

I

Standings

Gre
Tur
Do

—
Happiness is...

NEW YO
management
troubled Me
ceived a vo
Monday wh
Basketball A
of Trustees v
to turn down
da millionair
to buy the fr
ABA Co
Dolph explai
hour meetin
fer had been
oriiitlsOnfld
managernen
Memphis a
city."
He said
"made fin
to allow the
ue operatio
June 13 tru
'that
,
merit will be
up with a
tageous to t
phis and w
solution to
added.
Gregory,
Lauderdale
of the Kent
ABA,made
Memphis
day. Pros
other _de
closed.

Arias Back For
'72 Derby Race

KING EDWARD

Entertainment in
Central Center
Shopping Center
The

JAPAN INTERNATIONAL

Stillthe
surest way
tocontrol
wireworms.

KARATE CENTER

is pleased to announce the first
Karate exhibition and demonstration to
be held
on Saturday, May 6, 1972, in Central Center
Shopping Center parking lot from 3 p.m. to
4 p.m.
For more information, call 753-7306

Pro Hockey
Playoffs

CALLOWAY COUNTY,SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSN., Inc.

1,

iY 2, 1972
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Ali Wins Over Chuvalo; Standings
Unable To Deck Toronto
Fighter In 12 Rounds

Park League Registration

Jimmy Wynn Grand Slam Pulls
Astros Past Pittsburgh 9-8

s-=(.c.c.c.c.r>c•coo.00D10412C
The Park League of the folinTay Baseball Association will bold
pinyon registration from SAM p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Thursday, May 4,
American League
atthe main pavilLion of the Mlarray City Park, for boys ages 8 and
East Division
Pct, G.B. I. To be eligible, the boy's birthday must be between August 1,
W
Harreldefending World Henderson. Little Bud
shov
1N2and July 31, 1961,inclusive. A $10fee is required.
.3.4 .636 —
Detroit
By KEN RAPPOPORT
ly
motunlike
ofthe
one
son,
Pirates414 games
1 6 .538 1
Baltimore
Associated Press Sports Writer Champ
hitters in the New
ball
long
East.
P-4
the
in
pace
.500
6
-6
the
off
Cleveland
The Houston Astros traded
drove one out.
VANCOUVER, B.C. ( AP) — fights dating back to 1956.
Right-hander Tom Seaver York lineup, also
4 7 .364 3 (
Boston
for a big gun during the off-seaformer relief
a
Selma,
Referee Dave Brown scored
Former heavyweight,champion
Dick
6 and 24 8 .333
.New York
son after their Toy Cannon lost struck out 12 batters in
hitter and
threea
spun
Muhammad All jabbed and the fight 59-51; judge Tom Keys Milwaukee
pitcher,
help
relief
32
got
.300
7
and
3
3 innings
some firepower.
two-run
a
hit
Montanez
boxed his way to a unanimous 58-51 and judge Tom Paenessa
Willie
his
West Division
Getting Lee May has really from Tug McGraw to post
12-round decision victory Mon- 60-46. They used the five-point Minnesota
for Philadelphia.
homer
loss
a
without
3 .727 —
8
victory
fourth
helped. It's made a better hitday night over George Chuvalo must system, with the winner Oakland
Selma and Claude Osteen of
7 4 .636 1
this season.
ter out of little Jimmy Wynn.
Angeles were locked in a
but failed in his vow to put the of each round getting five Chicago
Los
1
6 .615 2
7 5
8
Leading 4-3, the Mets broke
The 5-9, 170-pound outfielder
pitching duel until the
scoreless
durable Canadian on the deck points and the loser four or Texas
runs
three
with
game
is more than pulling his weight open the
walked Terry
southpaw
less, depending on his showing.
for the first time in his career.
Dodger
by
singles
on
6 8 .429 &W.....
Kansas City
at the gate last Fri- with five home runs this sea- in the seventh
scratched
out in the
two
with
Harmon
All, weighing 217'2, landed The Associated Press scored California
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
5 8 .385 4
Bud Harrelson, Tommie Agee,
day at Pimlico because of sore- son, including a grand slam
a gopher ball
threw
and
the most blows while Chuvalo the fight 58-52 for Ali.
eighth
Writer
and
Jones
Sports
Cleon
Press
Associated
Tuesday's Games
blast that helped the Astros Rusty Staub,
ness.
Ah virtually set the pattern
in Montanez„ Seam squeezed
seemed to get in the harder
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Oakland (Holtzman 2-1) at
beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 9-8 Jim Fregosi.
test
One
his
Tom
Eyed
failed
as
the
first
round
in
fight
of
his
before
out of an eighth-inning jam
ones of,the.roggLed battle
strikehigh
for
Satitrready
Seaver's
is
No
Le
Hace
--Despite
1-2),
i
(Culp
Boston
from the starting gate, leaving-- Monday
after Willie Crawford knocked
about 7,500 fans at the Pacific 1e-used the ruff ring Torliis fanafter
Kenthe
pulled
of
was
California ( Clark 2-1 or May day's 98th running
"I'm smiling now," said out total, he
wheeling
the
then
and
gate
cy footwork and repeatedly jabin Los Angeles' lone run with a
Coliseum.
N )ew York ( Stottlemyre tucky Derby and the size of the around and running behind it.
o-3)), aitN
0-0
Wynn after a big night that giving up home runs to Dave
sacrifice fly.
Chuvalo at times expressed bed at the Canadian and used
Ken
and
Speier
Chris
field or the condition of the
Bader,
Owner Mike Hines said he also included a double and
disgust with the dancing style his four-inch reach advantage.
says
difference,
Chicago ( Bahnsen 2-2) at Bal- track makes no
would try One Eyed Tom again single and two runs scored.
of his 30-year-old foe who is Ali landed one good uppercut timore ( McNally 2-1),( N)
trainer Homer Pardue.
He should be happier than
from
the gate but also said, "I
smashing
another
and
right
looking for a return title match
at
3-0)
or
(
Blyleven
20
Minnesota
be
last
season, when he hit only
could
there
Told
I
money
the
think
just
take
I'll
to
Chuvalo's
against heavyweight champion right-hand shot
Milwaukee (Parsons 1-2),( N )
3-year-olds in the Derby, would have spent in the Derby seven home runs all year and
more
to
tried
Canadian
The
head.
ever
man
Joe Frazier, the only
Cleveland ( Perry 2-2) at the veteran horseman pointed and buy myself a starting gate. plunged to a career-low .205
move in and at one point
to beat him.
I Bosman 1-2),(N)
Texas
out Monday that No La Hace
"He's either got to learn how batting average while sitting in
Chuvalo weighed 221 pounds. dropped his gloves in apparent
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Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, K y. AP)-Judge John Hayes declared a
mistrial in Jefferson Criminal Court Monday in the case of Mrs.
Mary Ann Wyatt,accused of arson and murder in connection with. a fire that took 10 lives.
Judge Hayes said he made the ruling, which was opposed by
both defense and prosecution attorneys, after be learned that one
of the jurors had been to Westiminster Terrace Sunday and
discussed the case with residents and staff members.
Westminister Terrace, a home for senior citizens, burned Jan.
14, 1971, killing 10 of its residents.
Sentence
LONDON, Ky.(AP)-LA former(Add of a Corbin bank was
sentenced to three years in prison by U.S. District Judge H. David
Hermandsdorfer after pleading guilty Monday to embezzlement.
The judge stipulated that Cecil R. Parkey should serve one year
and one day,then be on probation for two years.
Parkey, 4t, a former assistant cashier at the First National
Bank and Trust Co., was accused of embezzling $5,346.57 from the
bank between Oct. 18, 1969, and July, 1971.
Tractor Fatal
CROFTON,Ky. AP)-A 73-year-old Christian County man was
killed Monday when his tractor hit a culvert in a field and overturned on him.
Sheriff's deputies said Dillis McCain of Crofton was dead at the
scene of the accident off U.S. 41.

Surgeon Obit
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Dr. R. Arnold Griswold Sr., 74, who
headed the surgery department at the University of Louisville
Medical School for 14 years, died Monday.
Griswold had also been chief surgeon at Louisville General
Hospital and at the Walter Reed Army Hospital in Na.
54.44ton,
D.C.
He was born in Peru, Ind., and attended the Howe, Ind.,
Military School and Harvard University, where his schooling was
interrupted by service in World War I. He served in the Navy
Flying Corps.
Griswold was a graduate of the U of L Medical School, became
its associate professor in surgery in 1932, and was named
deuid-head in 1938: Four years later he went on active duty.
ilitilfttriti rose to colonel while serving as chief of surgery
in
at Walter Reed.
Griswold was one of the first to call for seat belts in cars and
was an originator of the College of Surgeons symposium on the
prevention of auto injuries.
Resignation
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Saying he believes in periodic turnovers of such positions, the president of Bellarmine College for
23 years, The Rt. Rev. Alfred Horrigan, said Monday he is
resigning.
He said he will ask the board of trustees to make his-resignation
effective May 31.
"If, in the opinion of the board of trustees and the new
president, there is some way I can continue to serve the college, I
am open to the possibility," he said.
Father HoetTon, 37, became the president before Bellarrnine.
opened in 1950 with 210 students and one building, and guided the
college to its peak enrollment of 1,876 students.
Gammon Obit
RICHMOND, Va.(AP)-A former Louisville Courier-Journal
reporter, Gerald Gammon,46, died at his home Monday.
Gammon was director of public relations and,adyertising for
Robertshaw Conti ils Co.
ra1ations_chieunzal.958 to
1960 and from 1983 to the present. He became director of advertising in 1971.
From 1960 until 1963 he was director of information for
Reynolds Metals Co. He had joined Reynolds in 1952 after
working for the Courier-Journal.
Bank
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-The board of governors of the
Federal Reserve System has appointed James Hendershot a
director of the Louisville branch of the Federal Reserve Bank in
St. Louis.
He is to fill the unexpired portion of John Sheehan's term.
Sheehan, former president of Corhart
Refractories Co.,
resigned Dec. 31 to accept an appointment to the board of
governors of the Federal Reserve System in Washington,D.C.
Hendershot is president of Reliance
Universal Inc. of
Louisville.

World News Briefs
SAIGON (AP(-North Vietnamese troops launched fresh attacks today along South Vietnam's populous coastal lowlands,
while government forces abandoned another base in the central
highlands and retreated southward with their tanks following the
loss of northernmost Quang Tri Province.
The new northern front was established 35 miles below the
demilitarized zone, and the old imperial capital of Hue was in a
panic for fear it would be attacked next.
With the battlefield situation deteriorating rapidly in parts of
South Vietnam, top U.S. and South Vietnamese officials met to
review the 34-day-old North Vietnamese offensive and map their
next move.
WASHINGTON (AP i-President Nixon and Soviet Communist
party chief Leonid Brezhnev, in recent secret exchanges, have
scored -a major advance" toward a U.S.-Societ missiles-curb
accord.
In announcing this late Monday, the White House implied that
submarine missiles will be included in an agreement at the
strategic arms limitation talks that also will cover antiballistic
missiles and nuclear land-based missiles.
Nixon sent U.S. Ambassador Gerard C. Smith back to the SALT
sessions at Helsinki with new instruct ons, and the President
. expects the Soviet negotiator there to get new instructions too
whith can lead to a mutually acceptable agreement, a spokesman
said.
NEW YORK (AP)-The New York Times has won the 1972
Pulitzer Prize for meritorious public service for its publication of
the Pentagon papers, and syndicated columnist Jack Anderson
received the national reporting award for his disclosure of administration policy-making during the India-Pakistan war.
Each of the 11 journalism awards and the seven cultural prizes
announced Monday carries a $1,000 award. For the first time
since 1968, no drama award was given.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey battles Sen. George McGovern in
Ohio and Gov. George C. Wallace in Indiana today as he seeks a
•pair of Midwestern primary victories that would vault him to the
front of the Democra'.1c
presidential race.
The Minnesota senator was favored in both elections, though
McGovern mounted a late surge in Ohio where 153 delegates to
• the Democratic National Convention are at stake. Indiana has 76
convention votes. Other primaries are being held today in
Alabama sind the District of Columbia.
WASHINGTON (AP)-A federal district judge has overturned
the 1969 election of United Mine Workers President W.A. "Tony"
Boyle for "flagrant violation" of the law and ordered a new vote:
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Circuit Court
Begins Monday
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Humphrey...
(Continued from Page 1
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Kevin J. Bellosa, improper
OU
()His Valentine
now
The retired minister resided
theatre, the student director
---registratiok-futed---$25J10:_costs
recuperating at his home on Be Held
is afforded an excellent op- with his daughter, Mrs, Louis
910.00.
Kirkwood Drive after suffering
portunity and experience in Lilly of Benton, and on his 99th
injuries
More
in
than
a
500selected
on
fall
Saturday;
Michael A. King, driving
learning on the newest and birthday many persons came to
April 22.
students from 13 area high
while Intoxicated, amended to
latest
theatrical equipment call on him. He walked a mile a
day until he was 97 years of age
Valentine, owner of the schools are expected at Murray reckless driving, fined $100.00
available, Johnson said.
There is no admission charge
David Butler, student at Valentine Printing Company, State University May 8 to costs COAX.
Gregory L. Mills, speeding,
for
"Scenes from ShakesMurray State University, will' sustained broken ribs and participate in the initial Choral
peare"
be the preacher for the youth bruises in a fall from a ladder Festival to be sponsored by the fined $10.00 coats 210.00.
Appeim-ing
in
r.vival to ,be held at the Nor- while he was erecting a "Martin music teachers of the First , Thomas K. _Aided, driving
these scenes are the following
thside Baptist Church, located House" in-hhaek -yard, ac- District of the Kentucky Music while intoxicated, amended to
Murray students:'terry Abbitt,
Kssociation.-driving, --fined $100.00
five miles north of Murray, cording to family members. He -Eihicaters
Steve
Howard, Barbara
An all-day affair,the festival costs $10.00.
starting Thursday, May 4 and was admitted to the MurrayKemper, and Nancy Schempp.
continuing through Sunday, Calloway County Hospital and will feature a concert at 5:30
The production is sponsored by
Seiburn White, driving while
dismissed on last Wednesday., p.m. in the University
May 7.
Alpha Psi Omega, national
intoxicated
, amended to
Auditorium under the direction
Services will be held each
honorary dramatic fraternity.
Attention all artists and evening at
of Prof. Robert K. Baar, an reckless driving, fined $200.00
7:30. Thursday will
carftsmen! The' Murray Art
associate professor of music at costs $10.00.
Guild is once again sponsoring
the university since 1951.
Mike Davis Adams, driving
the third annual open inRehearsals will be held
while intoxicated, amended to
vitational Arts and Crafts
(Continued from Page 1)
throughout the day.
reckless driving, fined $100.00
The Murray Fire Department
Among the works to be
years later. Born in Washing- Festival on June 24 and 5. The
costs $10:00.
answered a two alarm fire to presented
will
be:
ton, D.C., on Jan. 1, 1895, Hoo- show will be held in" the ConLita L. Bogard, reckless
the home of Vernon Stub- "Missabrevio"
servation
Education
Center
at
by Healey
ver received his law degree
driving, fined $10.00.
blefield, Jr., South 8th Street, Willan; "Rejoice
land
Between
the
Lakes,
TVA's
in The Lord,"
from George Washington UniWilliam A. Halford, reckless
Monday at 6:30 p.m.
by Counsins, and "Song
versity and lived all his life in large outdoor recreation and
driving, fined $10.00 costs
Firemen used CO2 to ex- Triumphant" accompanie
4.0
environment
al
education
center
the District of Columbia.
d by a $10.00.
tinguish the flames in the fire brass ensemble.
Mrs. Larrie
He had a fondness for dogs, located between Kentucky Lake
Larry E. Hyde, driving while
made
by
food
lefi
on
the kitchen Clark will be the accompanist
for his garden and for horse- and Lake Barkley in western
intoxicated, amended
range. Ten regular firemen and for most of
to
Kentucky
and
Tennessee.
the works.
racing, confining himself to
reckless driving, fined $100.00
Chief Jackie Cooper answered
Paintings, sculpture,
two-dollar bets. But nothing
costs $10.00.
the call.
transcended his devotion for ceramics, wood carvings,
Linda
Reed,
public
needlepoint
,
candles
and
the FBI.
drunkenness, sentenced to three
Kappa Department To Hear
As much as he loved the bu- leather work are typical of the
days in jail.
reau, Hoover hated comrnu- art which has been displayed in
Dr. Dodson At Meeting
Robert H. Ross, disregarding
past.
the
All
original
work
inrliSil9. lie reduced the Commustop sign, fined $10.00.
_ David Bader •
nist party in the United States cluding photography. will be
The
final
luncheon
at the
The Kappa Departmentof the
Judy Ann Box, disregarding
to a shell, riddling the organ- accepted. Individuals or guilds be membership *MT-Friday
t United Campus Ministry this stop
MurrayWo
manWel*
sign, fined $10.00. .
will
hold
are
welcome
to
set
up
their will be Youth night with Youth
ization with agents so that
its final meeting of the 1971-72 Wednesday will involve two
Bobby J. Litchford,-driving
members never were sure who exhibits on a first-come-first. Quake" after the service, and
graduating
students
who will while intoxicated,
dub yerar tonight (Moodily) at
aniended to
serve basis and will be
they were talking to.
reflect on their student careers
Saturday will be "pack the 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
reckless driving, fined $100.00
responsible
for
any
equipment,
The FBI grew from a small
Murray
at
State
University.
night.
wiener
A
pew"
roast for
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
costs $10.00.
•
.
government investigative such as tables and easels which the juniors will lie held at 5:30
Participating in the dialogue
rillnistet of the First -United
Glen K. Bebber, reckless
they
may
need:
arm-founded in 1908 after deSaturday. - •
Methodist Church, will be the will bi Bruce Beck, a graduate driving, fined $10.00 costs
Over 90 exhibitors displayed p.m.
mands by President Theodore
Special singing and personal speaker on the subject, student in communications, and $10.00.
Roosevelt that something be their work at last year's well. testimonies will be by Don
"Helping Each Other • Be Stephen Dombroski, a senior
James H. Love, driving while
done about political and busi- attended festival. Mrs. Larry Jones', Rodney Stallons, Nancy
English and Speech major.
Human."
intoxicated, amended to
ness frauds-to a massive or- Doyle, President of the Guild, Kursave,and Shelia McCuiston,
Beck
entered
Murray
in
1964, reckless driving,
Hostesses will be Mesdames
fined $100.00
ganization of some 15,000 em- claims "The show has been members, and David Haley, Bill
Burnette, A.R. Hatcher, interrupted his education for costs $10.00.
such
a
success
in
the
past
that
ployes, including 8,700 special
military
service,
and
Beale,
has
Paula
and
Banda
Jack Shell, Charles Hoke, and
Helen
E.
Fulkerson,
agents. When Hoover took com- we feel it will continue to grow Shemwell, guests.
returned to graduate school at
Billy Dale Outland.
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
mand in 1924, the number of and become an important anMurray. He will graduate with a
The public is invited to attned.
$10.00.
nual event."
agents totaled less than 500.
Masters Degree in ComDel A. Purcell, speeding,
festival
The
which will be held
And the bureau Hoover joined
munications
this
BOND SALES
month, and fined $10.00
costs $10.00.
was badly organized. Politics near Center Staion, will be open
Sales of Series E and H has served on the Judicial
Jimmy L. Thorpe, speeding,
played an important role in its to the public at no charge from 5
Savings Bonds in Calloway Board of the Student Governfined $10.00 costa $10.00.'
functioning, and violations oVer a.m. to dusk. Picnic areas are
County fo'r March were $13,502 ment.
Marie H. Taylor, speeding,
provided
within
the
Conwhich the bureau had jurisdicDombroski has been idenwhile sales for the first three
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
servation "Education Center for
tion were few.
months totaled $72,251 or 33.2 tified with various activist
David W. Ginn, reckless
Within the government, there visitors, and camping sites are
The Wranglers Riding Club per cent of the county's annual causes since coming to Murray
driving,
located
nearby.
fined $10.00 costs
Light
refresh.
were growing reports of corrupwill have their first show of the goal of $217,100. Sales a year in 1968. This semester he is
tion and scandal among high rnents will be "sold by the season at the club grounds on ago were $70,039.
student teaching at St. Mary's $10.00.
Curtis M. Gipson, reckless
officials. Even the Bureau of Murray Art Guild.
Friday, May 5, at seven p.m.. Kentucky's sales for the in Paducah and upon
Anyone interested in further
Investigation was said to be
Gsune classes will be the month were $6,009,102 -while graduation plans a career in driving, fined $10.00 costs
$10.130.
information concerning the special events of
touched.
the evening. cumulative sales for the year teaching.
Ralph D. Cossey, speeding,
Atty. Gen. Harlan F. Stone festival or in entry forms should
club
will meet each reached $18,166,646 or. 30.1 petThe faculty-student luncheon
The
picked Hoover to clean house, contact Mrs. Larry'(Susanne( Prides, night, weather per- cent of the State's annual goal of is held at the United Campus fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Dwayne E. Fulkerson,
and Hoover did so-writing his Doyle, 103 South 14th Street. mitting, for the remainder of $60,300,000. Sales a year
ago Ministry, 202 N. 15th Street. For speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Murray,- Ky. 42071.
sumtner.
own ticket.
were $15,812,606.
the
itermation call 753-3511.
$10.00.
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Revival Services
At Calvary Church

Retired Baptist Minister Dies
Monday At 99; Rites Wednesday

Andrea Kemper Is
Director, 'Scenes

Ledger
Editor And Wife

G.C.

viva
Northside Church
Starts On Thursday

Ottis Valentine
Recuperating, Home Choral Festival To

Hire My it

Sponsor Third
Arts Festival

Fire Department
Called To House

Hoover ...

Beck & Dombroski
Luncheon Speakers

Wranglers Club To
Have First Show
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Huddleston Is Speaker At Officers Meet

City
iges

Things are
accomplished
only ecause someone is willing
to serve, Sen. Walter ( Dee)
Huddleston, Elizabethtown, told
the 24 new officers who make up
the 1972-73 Student Government
at Murray State University
Thursday night.
Senator Huddleston, a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for United States
Senator, was the principal
speaker at recognition and
installation ceremonies for the
new officers, winners in campus
elections early in the month.
The senator, who also is the
majority leader in the Kentucky
Senate, went on to say that
more concern is being given
those being governrnend today
than ever before on the nation's
Campuses. He cited the seating
of the student president on
governing boards and recent
legislation granting them voting
privileges.
In paying tribute to the new
officers, he said theirs was a
"special responsibility" and
one that "must be discharged
with great diligence and care."
Also speaking briefly on We
program was State Sen. Carroll
Hubbard, Mayfield, and among
• number of special guests

I of two

driving
ended to
d $109.00

Pherson,
ixicated,
driving,

ark, Jr.,
axicated,
driving.
LILT nohue.,
1.00 costs

Parrish,
led $10.00

reckless
.00 costs

oggess, no
i improper
1100.
speeding,
).00.
ring while
50.00 costs

Griffy,
,0.00 costs
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were: U. S. Congressman
Frank Albert Stubblefield,
Murray; H. Glenn Doran, a
member of the Murray State
Board of Regents, and Paducah
City Judge Kenneth Burkhart, a
candidate for the Democratic
U.S.
for
nomination
Congressman in the coming
election.
Installing the new student
officers was Murray State's
president, Dr. Harry M. Sparks.
Taking the oath as the new
student president was Dave
Curtis, a sophomore from
LaCenter: The others included:
Mark Blankenship,
sophomore, Murray, viceBaxter,
president; Ruth
sophomore, Owensboro,
secretary, and Tom O'Dell,
junior, Hodgenville, treasurer.
The 1972-73 class officers are:
McCoy,
Wes
Seniors:
Cloverport, president; Steve
Reed, Hodgenville, vicepresident; Marilynne Locke,
Louisville, treasurer; and Sally
Hamilton, Mayfield, Denny
Griffin, Hopkinsville, and
Connie Messel, Louisville,
representatives on the Student
Council.
Juniors: Glyn Gordon,
Hopkinsville, president; Danny

viceMurray,
Carroll,
Jen Clymer,
president;
Mayfield, secretary; Sallie
Pence, Madisonville, treasurer;
and Dee Dee Bruce, Mayfield,
Nancy Yates, Murray, and
Murray,
Boyd,
Linda
representatives on the Student
Council.
Sophomores: Chuck Blanchard, Aurora, president;
Ricky Jones, Murray, vicepresident; Connie Ca.mpagna,
Sikeston, Mo., secretary;
Murray,
Flagg,
Debbie
treasurer; and Jim Anderson,
Wilson,
Louisville, • Amy
Murray, and Steve Anderson,
Mayfield, representatives on
the Student Council.
Officers and representatives
of the freshman class will be
elected in the fall.
BALD EAGLE CENSUS
AUSTIN, Tex. (AP) - John
Smith, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department non-game biologist, plans to count the bald
eagles and ospreys left in
Texas.
He will have some help. He
has mailed 900 letters and questionaries to field personnel and
6,000 to conservation organizations such as the National Audubon Society.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,MAY 3, 197T
Look in the section in which some time, but aspects warn
your birthday comes and find against rushing into things, then
what your outlook is, according having to retreat- WI:dal:00d
bring problems.
to the stars.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erF% (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your stability needed. Plan
In a certain situation, you
may have to lend the assistance your schedule early, isolate top
which several should share, but objectives quickly and go fordeem this a privilege: It can be ward with lyw vigor. Spearyour biggest boon in days head your drive with confidence
ahead.
in success.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
The use of an old strategy or
Your active mind will relish
piece of advice may be your this challenging day. Creative
best stand-by _now. Look out for ideas._ -CriSp-COnChakIn5 and
things "Off__ beat," out:oT- stylish moves should mark you
context: they can mislead.
now.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
to Sid Easley, 1972 Red
Harold Doran, president of the Lambda Chi pledge class, presents $383.27
( May 22 to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
house-to-house canvas of the
a
during
d
collecte
was
amount
This
.
gn
Director
Campai
ed
Fund
Cross
If you have not overlook
Your planets now stimulate
Cross Fund Drive. Also
city which was held on April 5. This was the "kick-off" for the 1972 Red
anything important, you should keen and quick thinking;
sident Charles Rothe, Secretary Mark
Vice-pre
are
officers
Other
r.
e
treasure
Belt,
effectiv
Jim
is
pictured
do
to
able
be
now
generate inspiring ideas which
Etherton, and Social Chairman Jim Berrill.
preparatory work on new pro- could be of great benefit to
ns.
jects, solve unusual situatio
organizations or to your coinCANCER
malty.
(June 22 to July 23) 4914) PISCFS
s
activitie
TO GET A NEW DIAMONDReview past days'
t Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
to see whether you have really
Especially encouriged under
TRADE YOUR OLD ONE!
understood all facets of your present influences: Improving
a
Make
ments.
involve
re
current
relations between heretofo
personal accounting, as a opposing factions, levelMass testing for TB in
business concern does.
headedness in emergencies and
children is being deeemcertain
to
sense
your ability
days. But
(July 24. to_Aug,22).
citriations even _before they phasized these
industry isin
testing
in
tubercul
Could
details
A few untended
arise.
on the increase.
spoil an otherwise satisfactory
There are reasons for tha
day. Try to forestall delays,
YOU BORN TODAY have
cannot.
of emphasis. For one
you
change
where
s;
of
obstacle
been endowed with a.gift.
cope in a quiet, patient manner. leadership not usually found in thing, only a small percentage
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the Taurean who, generally of children who are tested in
( Aug. 24 to Seat 23)-speaking, no matter how school programs show a
oreatek Asikcces.s pitarabLe_Lea.cOnn to the
Yoursuccesa now will depend
largely on your mental ittitude. when working with another. tuberculin test.
Use your innate foresight and You also have a better head for testing identifies people who
practicality to press toward finances and business than most have tuberculous infections;
wise decisions and action.
born under your Sign and could these people can be given
.
LIBRA
make a great success in the preventive treatment so they
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) world of commerce. However, will not develop active disease.
Correspondence,. meetings( for the sake of your own -hapOnce children and even adults
creative pursuits, good fellow- piness, you SHOULD take up
tuberculous infections are
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Yahn--medical
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drunk and
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-own, driving
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New Portable
Monochrome TV

Stereo Phono
Music Syst

ea, improper
1-$3340.450ats-..

Compact in sae, small in price
-modal 9280 is biota_
performance -offering great
Magnavox sound It includes
an automatic 4-speed Micro
Changer, two 6" speakers, even
a jack for optional headphones.

:ing, driving
, amended to
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Ha, speeding,
$10.00.
sight, _ driving
, amended to
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- Slim -and-trim model 5010
will bring you your own private
yeorld of viewing enjoyment
with clear, sharp 12" diagonal
measure pictures Perfect
anywhere-at home, offibe, or
college dorm. A great .ift. too!
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Portable Cassette
Tape Recorder
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AC /DC model 9029 offers
superb recording and playback
functions with such quality .
funCtions as Cassette Eject
britton, Record Monitor and
Battery Meter...Corapiete yyith batteries and a blank cassette.
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Great Sounding
FM/AM Portable
Only 4Y." high, model 1221
will delight you with its big
sound and fine performance.
Ruggedly built, it will go
wherever you go. Complete
with private- listening
earphone end batterleS
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ficiency, coordination and longrange planning," Gilbert said,
and in order to prevent
Senate Bills 54 and 315, "con- duplication, it requires council
siderably increase" the powers
approval of all graduate-degree
and duties of the council, arid professional -sch
ool
AUTOS ,FOR SALE
Gilbert said.
FOR RENT
programs.
SB 54 contains a number of
Prior to this legislation, the
1985, GTO, BLACK, automatic DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five
provisions ranging from fund
General Assembly allocated
transmission, bucket seats, rooms and bath,centr
allocation to changes in the -growth" funds,. or
al heat and
RICHMOND, Ky.-Kentucky $450.00.---P
hinds
hone ___M-9581. air„_ carpet _throughout,
council's membership.
&signed to cover increases in has teenagers who care. Over
extra
'M4C large master bedroom,
For the first time it requires enrollment, to individual in- 2500 of them volunteer time
and
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
council approval for all in- stitutions based en their energy each week to work with
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NOTICE

FOR SALE

Another View
NOTICE FOR MURRAY MOOSE LODGE MEMBERS
TUESDAY SPECIAL
Pork Chop Dinner
Potatoes, Corn, Slaw, Biscuits
$1.50
May 2
THURSDAY SPECIAL
Chicken Dinner
Frekelf Files, Slaw, Biscuits
$1.50
May
OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in
2 gallon containers, $12.00.
Hughes Paint Store.
May29C
EXPERT SEWING
MACHINE SERVICE
WOE* up & deliver
I Discount Sewing &
Stereo Center
Hazel, Ky.
492-8812

THINK

1975
nii=1
- L
VICE

Interior & Exterior
Painting
Free Estimates
All Work Guaranteed
Phone 753-6194, 12-6 p.m.

CAR

EXHAUST
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*
2
41

I Our Homemade Ice Cream
Now In The Cone or Cup,
8.20 & $.30. MY IT FROM
OUR CURB.

NEW! NEW NEW! Hawaiian
Tropic dark tanning oil. Direct
from.-Florida._ Holland Drug,
M4C
1962 MOBILE HOME, 10'x50',
two full sized bedrooms, air
conditioner. In good condition.
62,000.
Phone
753-2359.
M4C

FAST 1960 Chevrolet148 engine..
Phone 753-4438.
MW

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

TRIANGLE INN

ONE YEAR old full blooded
German Shepherd, 225.00. Phone
753-1226.
M2C

WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed
floor covering and carpets.
Hughes Paint Store.
May 29C

HELP WANTED

For House of Fabrics one of the nations fastest
growing _chains of faOric stores will interview in-Murray
for Manager in sales personel of our soon to be opened
new Retail Fabric Store.

Retail experience, sewing

ability and fabric knowledge will be an asset. Apply in
Person Thursday, May 4 from 3110 M. till 6:00 P. M.
at

REPOSSESSED SINGER Touch
& Sew in large walnut desk. Pay
°REMEMBER ALT-WHE-M-WAS-JUST." off balance or pickup payments
of 810.00 per month. Murray
A SAFER CRANK-#tANDLE"
Sewing Center, Your • Singer
Central Shopping Center
REAL- ESTATE FOR SALIM Apnrived , dealer, Beloire
_ ShoppingCenter.
Simple as ABC to pick up
11f2C
KENIANA SHORES $10.80 down
one or a sackful of our
and $10.00 per month will buy a 1971 YAMAHA 650 motorcycle.
meat & biscuits on our new
large lot with lake access. All Excellent'oondition. Phone 753FOR SALE
FOR SALE
HELPER WANTED, general
_curb.
water.
- -including
maintenance work. Apply iq
TRIANGLE INN
111364-MOBitt
available. Phone 436-5320. MI3C
persen-on Friday, May6-to Bill's
4-110M wall to wall, no soil at all, furnished and fully carpeted with something to last-Concrete; Bird Mobile Home Repairs, Almo
electric pole and underpenning. Bath, flower boxes. Larry's
OWNER: Three bedroom, on carpetes cleaned with
BY
Heights, Kentucky.
SERVICES OFFERED
Blue
MSC
large family room, living room, Lustre. Rent electric shampooer Phone 345-2157 or 345-2506. M6C ConCrete-Lawn Craft, Highway
_ E E$TIMAT_E on septic tank
East.
753-9953.
94
Phone
MlIP
room,
kitchen-dining
baths,
134
SPECIALIZE in mobile FOR ALL your home additions,
$1:. Begley Drug Store, Central
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFOilWE
lome,_towboat moipri-tioai and alterations, remodeting,-etc-,..:. utilityrome..arport,two storam ShoppiNg Center
GENERAL OFFICE worker
MSC 1963 PONTIAC WITH air conwanted. Apply in person Friday,
buildings, patio, carpeted,
camper insurance. Low rates, Free Estimates. Phone 753ciftiiining. Also want to buy 9' or-BD
(13111nana-,
24'-'
"
lAcYc
11
-"
le
,
ELECTROLUX -SALES & SerHomeTFC central heat and air. Phone 753goad ctaim -Service.- GalloaRy 6123.
10' wide garage door. Phone 753- seat, buLtesfly handlebars. Good May 5,- at Bill's
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
lisp condition. $20.00. Phone 753Repair, Almo Heights,KenTFC
-9658
Insurance & Realty Agency,
6215.
Sanders, phone 382-2168, Far- Murray,
FOR SALE
6267.
M4P tucky.
MSC
Kentucky, phone 753- INTERIOR EXTERIOR painnungton,Kentucky. 0
' TFC 5842.
May8C ting; any size job. All work BY OWNER, three bedroom
1967 GMC Is ton Pick-Up,6
GARAGE SALE, 1:00 p.m.
guaranteed. Use first quality brick, paneled family room, cylinder automatic, long
Saturday.
May 6, at 1723 RETIRED MAN to do indoor and
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve large lot, near schools ancil aide bed, radio, new paint,
Keenland Drive-Baby equip- outdoor maintenance. Must be
Todd,753-8495.
TFC shopping $19,000.00. Call 753Also a 10x52 air conditioned
ment, household items, rugs, mechanically inclined. 15 to 20
6658.
house trailer. Phone 753books and records, dog hours weekly. No phone calls,
radios,
23-1/16x35"
5617, after 5:00 753-1257.
BULI,D112K1 WORK, trucking,
bed, guitar, and many many apply at Colonial Houst
Air bank gravel, fill cUt and THREE BEDIROOM--briekr-- 114
.009 Thick .
_
other knick knacks.
Pd5NC Smorgasbord.
M8C
------topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544569, baths, carport and storage, with
s 11P. GAZOO mower, oak desk,
354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00 lot and a half on corner 1613 REDUCE SAFE- de fast --with
• two matching
CALL 753-2310
beds, one large WANTED BABY-SITTER for 15
p.m.
TFC Parklane. Pay equity and GoBese Tabletsati E-Vap "water
and one small refrigerator, 14' month old boy, 4,2 days a week
assume 6 per cent loan. Phone pills" Holland Drug.. Store, 109
for SEARS extra -low
con- 753-2576.
AIR
AUTOMOTIVE
aluminum boat, 25 H.P. Johnson from 6:30 to 3:00. Phone 753-6073
M3P
M6C South 4th.
catalog price
Opens 7 a.m.
motor, electric start, electric or 753-5216.
ditioning, rebuilt compressors,
M4P
'trolling motor. Phone 753Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400 TWO LOTS on lake, cheap. Each BELTONE FACTORY fresh
12th & Poplar Street
4858.
North 4th Street. Phone 753-6976 50)(100'. Phone 492-8195.
1TP
M5P hearing aid batteries for all make
WANT TO BUY
aidg Wallis Drugs, M3C
/Rag
_
CABINET
OWNER;
Y
three bedroom
and
Phone *ANT TV BU_Y__GirrP INCYC-10,_
MG PAINTING-We have FURNITURE REFINISHING, brick, newly decorated, near FOR "A job well done feeling"
c°ttage
Phme
f°r
ideal
'
days or 753-5108 after 5:00
University, two additional-rooms elean_eirepeta 'with Blue Lustre.
Latex wall paint from $2.95 per all work guaranteed. Free
26" in good condition. Phone 753Catalog Saks Office
and delivery. Free estimate.
picku
with private bath and entrance Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
M4C 6030 after 5:00p.m.
gallon up. Hughes Paint
Southside Shopping Center
TFNC
Store.
May 29C Antique or natural finish. Jerry for extra income. Phone 753-7408 K,Belairf Shopping Center. M6C
Murray, Ky.
McCoy,753-3045.
June IC after 4:00for appointment. TFC
12' ALUM/NUM BOAT, trailer
- 3 bedroom
and 6 H.P. motor. Cheap. Good WANT TO BIPri,nr
1969-12'x50' SPARTA Mobile
condition. Phone 753-8641 or 753- house in the county with 3 to 5 •
PLOWING
GARDEN
and NICE THREE bedroom brick. home, one owner, very
2205.
discine Also Bushhogging. Call $2500.00 equity and assume loan, reasonable.Phone 763-8527 or 753M8P acres. Phone 753-8165 or 7624418.
MW
I -now--fer-appointinent.. Knight'saess than 10 years to pay. Phone 1950
M3C,.0
FORMAL, SIZE 11 aqua blue,
"753-4035.
I Shop,
'TFC 492-8264.
BILL'S MOBILE HOME
IF
worn once.$30.00.Phone 435REPAIR, 1 MILE PAST NEAL STARKS & SONS
WANT TO BUY good used
103 N. 4th St
AND used lawn mowers
4411.
M4C medium sized coppertone
ALMOST
NEW
three
JOHN
THE
bedroom
Mr.
Fix-It-Man.
MOBILE HOME SALES, RIGHT HAND SIDE OF
and tillers, for sale. All
brick house with three Water
Murray, Ky.
refrigerator. Phone 753-5865 days
guaranteed. Knight's Shop, 753ROAD ON HWY. 641, ALMO HEIGHTS, KEN- Home Repairs-electricial, car- front
NUMBER 108-8' Gandy Seeder,
lots. Phone 436-2427 after
pentry, roofing, painting, door
or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. M4C
TFC
4035.
TUCKY.
:,good condition. Good tires. Pair
screens and plumbing. Call John 7:00p.m.
May2C
AIR CONDITIONERS AND HURRICANE STRAPS, the Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00
3000 FORD TRACTOR-, dual 01 cultivator Wen, like new.
cab, low hours, priced Also want to buy a single horse WANT TO BUY David Bradley
VARIOUS PARTS AND MATERIALS. WE a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625 BY OWNER: Three bedroom WANTED EXPERIENCED
Welder. Apply in person to Five right.
wheels'
M4C garden tractor. Phone 753French Implement trailer. Phone 436-2149.
Contact
nights.
May31C brick on well landscaped lot, 1617
WELCOME ALL INSURANCE BIDS. PHONE 753Points Welding Shop.
8566.
M4C
WC Company,Charleston, Mo. Phone
Kirkwood. Large living-dining
40" ELECTRIC range. Good
314-683-3772.
M3C
I WILL repair your lawn mower room. Spacious kitchen with
•
condition. Phone 753-3755. M4C
TRUCK DRIVERS (Experience
WANT TO BUY March 17 copies
or tiller, any gas motor. Quick built-in oven, range- and dishNot
Necessary
To
train
)
for
local
V-BOTTOM ALUMINUM boat, 1970 HONDA 70 mini
service. H.S. Robertson, 1616 washer. Carpeted throughout.
trad Ex- of Ledger & Times. Please bring
and over-the-road hauling. Can deep
Calloway, phone 753-7863. MW Utility and carport. Phone 753and wide- UNA*. Phone cellent condition. Price $215.00. by office, 103 North 4th Street. No earn up to $5.16 per hour after 753-4782.
E31.
TFNC
MSC
TFC Phone 489-2303.
M4C phone calls please.
short training. For application,
MY bAUGHTER and I will do BRICK LAKE home; two call 606-2994912 from 9 A.M. to 7 ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
Almo Heights
Kentucky house cleaning. Phone
P.M. or write Nation Wide Semi
753bedrooms; completely furnished,
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
4159.
M3P two acres water front. Private Division, 171 New Circle Road, per case (100 books). Sold in case
N.E., Lexington, Kentucky
dock and boat house. Phone 753lots only. Ledger & Times Office
VIRGINIA BEAtH is now THE HILLTOP Beauty Salon,641
M3C
Supply,103 North 4th Street.
operating at Evelyn's Beauty South is proud to announce that EXPERIENCED WORK in ,1654 after 5:00 p.m.
M6C
TFNC
Salon in the Central Shopping Sharon Kelso is now working with landscaping, mowing, planting,
12'x50' MOBILE HOME, unCenter and invites all tosome by them. They invite youth call 753. pruning and the making of flower
M3C
Now in Murray! A
derpenning and air conditioned if
or call 753-2511 for ap5105for appointment.
M4P beds. Phone 753-6051.
Our Milkshake on the curb
desired: Any reasonable bid will
delicious
pointment
Hamburger-18
M4C
is only $.24 & its made from
EXTERIOR & INTERIOR. cents. Buy one or a sackful
be considered. Phone 753Homemade Ice Cream.
HOM ELITE SAWS
painting Contract or hourly rat
M2P
5708.
at the Triangle Inn on the
Curb.
Phone 492-8581 after 5:00 p.m.
We can quickly fix
TRIANGLEINN
.-Waldrop Saw &
INN
MlICI
one or 100
G E TAPE Cassett playcr753-4953
Lock Shop
plates to go
recorder. Like new.'Also have
Pit:, 50C
several tapes. Phone 767OME REPAIRS. Dripping
IN MEMORY
207 S. 7th
NEW ARMSTRONG truck tires
TRIANGLEINN
Pharmacist
1'FNC at wholesale prices. Rated
faucet') Leaky, Rea? Cloggedt
753-05,7
Fee
sink or drain? Phone John the In Menu:wird my dear son, Joe
premium by Bennet Garfield
Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00 R. Nance, who passed away two NEW PLYMOUTH' garden publication. Good on all wheel
If You
tillers,5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625 years ago on May 2.
GARAGE SALE, Friday and
engine with forward and reverse positions. 8.25x20-10 ply, $46.27
nights.
4
May31C When evening shadows gather
Saturday, May Sand 6 from 8:00
$139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68. plus $6.17 tax. 9.00x20-10
•and day is almost gone, we often
$56.32 plus $7.30 tax. 10.00e20-12
a.m. till 6:00 p.m. at 301 South 6th
Phone.
WILL D° all lYPea of carpenter think of days gone by and our Benton, Kentucky, phone 527- ply,$67.91 plus $9.22 tax. 10.00%22Street. Furniture, clothing, toys,
9368.
TFC
jobs. Frame or finish of all types.
loved ones gone on. And so we •
12 ply, $72.12 plus $10.22 tax.
color TV,automatic washer, and
13 years experience. Work think
of
5
,
.
, you
you
that
Joe
wish
and
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
other miscellaneous items. M4C
years
BUCKSKIN
Old,
8
MARE,
Before 5:00 p.m.
dependable. Phone Bill 153,t OW,o..• SI et.•, all..
were here, you left this world t so 16 hands, sound. Excellent Kentucky.
W. **W.V.. r,
TFC
"4,0 I /PP
rope ~Par for roar Ifr••••
f/Pd 00.00
• A.
1737.
M4P years ago today.
Of
fio•• rfr, our 00.44 •44 v04 44.•11,0P4IIP, ne 011•11009.dr fo
P
We wonder if disposition. $300.00. Phone
tett foe..4. pear fa lad rev es. I afford PO ortoo .1 fdted •••,,
am' r ror, ',purred.... A 1.044 la•
•••Af•••• flodf•St•Ono
you
much
see
us,
and know how
Benton,5274741,after 3:30
row /WIN <war.
•*AO,
1971 HOLLY l'ARK 127.65'
•5
FOR SALE OR TRADE
we care. We all are so lonesome p.m.
M4C mobile home,unfurnished. Pito(lc
Between 6:00 p.m. 15' RUNABOUT, 40 H.P. Lard and we certainly don't
•
days 7624280. nights: 753-9274.
Car wash with any
We all expect to meet you 1020 JOHN DEERE tractor with See at 8 Riviera Courts. May I9NC
7:00 p.m. In The Evinrude and trailer. Will sell or forget.
trade for fishing boat. Phone 753- Joe and join you in that heavenly equipment. Phone 435-5425. M4P
fillup during the
Evening
SHOP
6322.
M8P land where there will be no more
If you know your route
AND SAVE
trouble, sorrow and tears.
CHIEF GREENWEI,I,'S flea ELECTRIC MANICURE set.
month of May.
boy's number, please call
M4C
Sadly missed by Mother, market will operate each Sunday. Phone 753-3768.
AT Ve9
,
1
him first. If you get no
Dining Hoorn Set-% ice InRozella • Nance; Brother, Dale starting May 7 at Country Boy
STORE
DRUG
results then call John
Me
side Your Car. Now at the
mobile
Nance:, Sisters, Jean Cooper, Stores, 9 miles from Hopkin- 10'x45'-1963 MAGNOLIA
Pasco , Jr. at the above
Triangle. Eat it here or
Sue sville, Junction 117 and 164. home, equipped with 18,500
Dathya Outland;
1102 Chestnut
ntunber during the hours
take it with you.
Nlorra
Nance, and children Debbie, Exhibitors phone now for BTU Sears air conditioner Real
Try Us-You'll l.ik Is
listed
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Donna, Ricky, Micky and reservation, days 885-5914, nights nice trailer. $1700.00. Phone 437A. INN
M8C
Tommy Nance.
ITC 1186,5519.
M3C 4331.
•012 bp Undo' Foam alfolialdfa

A courtesy to our customers, effective
May
1, the Service and parts Department will be open
on Mondays from 7:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. and
from
7:011rwain.-46-5:00 pan.-Tuesday_through Friday.
Closed all day Saturday as a courtesy to
our'
employes.
New and Used Car Sales Department will
be
open on Saturday as usual.

HOUSE-OF FABRICS

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

wrobn-e-

Don't gamble
on WORN fires.

ALUMINUM
PLATES

NAM

you'll lose every time!

These plates are pedebt
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
irther---irtftETAband for
uses *such as'
"budding out"
mice or rats.

i

STARKS
HARDWARE

25' each

Call at

Ledger_& Times

Ely

Bill's Mobile
Home Repair

Begley's will fill all your

PRESCRIPTIONS

at

WHOLESALE
PRICES

Let us price your next one

Miss Your Paper

and SAVE YOU MONEY.

753-1916

FREE!

ASTRO
CAR WASH

753-7278

wife,

.0

_
THE LEDGER & TIMER — MURRAY; KENTUCKY

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

TUESDAY -MAY 2, 1972

CABLE TELEVISION

Many prime. questions
still refrain uncinswed

—

BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT, Ky.—To Aassification action, the draft
paraphrase the cliche, "When )oard mailed a Current Indog bites man, it is not news; formation Questionnaire.
when man bites dog, that is Royden attached to the comnews," you could say when a- pleted document a copy of a
young man is erroneously in- birth certificate confirming the
ducted by the draft board, it.is birth of a daughter on Dec. 7,
'newsworthy; but a last-minute 1970.
save from the military draft is
Hayden
was eligible for
not.
consideration for paternal
-frankly, Seteretive deferment (Class 3-A) under
Service must accept its proven present regulalations
share of responsibility for any
as the child was conceived
erroneous induction. On the prior to April 23, 1970, and there
other hand, the public should was confirming evidence that
Mrs.Gene Diamont,left, and Mrs.Howard Giles sell dekets to the Charity Ball, scheduled for June
know the vigilance exercised by there had been a bona fide 3 at the Murray State University ballroom, to Dr. Harry Sparks. Tickets are on sale throughout
the
local boards to see that every family relationship since the month of May for the Charity Ball. Mrs. Diamont, Mrs. Giles,and Mrs. OH.Boone, Jr., are hi
charge
man is treated with the same date of conception.
of ticket sales and Mrs. James Ransom Is in charge of table reservations. All proceeds of the ball will
fairnesA, based on information
typifies what a draft be used to purchase transportation for the Day Care Center of the Murray Mental Health
this
All
he has provided.
board will do in the full Association. Mrs. Harold Hurt-is In charge of publicity for the charity ball and urges all persons to
As a result of a recent inphicessing of-a-young man for support the projectler the bed the Mesta Heath work.
spection, one Kentucky draft
1Wilson Woolley photo'
induction, to assure fairness
registrant should consider
justice to both the inand
himself fortunate in not being
dividual and the government.
involuntarily drafted under
present regulations. In this
situation, facts to remember
WASHINGTON, April 24—
Northeastern—Anthony
Mr. Lowe succeeds Archie K.
E.
are that an Exeentve-Order was.
William S. Lowe, chairman-of Davis, chairman of the
Wallace, president and chief
board
of
issued on April 23, 1970, phasing
the board and chief executive NA.,Wachovia Bank
and—That, executive officer, The rimout paternal deferments (class
officer of A.P. Green Refrac- . Winston-Salem,
MG.,who necticut Light and Power Co..
3-Al,and that a young man49sMi_
tories Co., Mexico, Mo., is the becomes chairman
of. the Hartford.
not have liability under that
new president of the Chamber 'National
Three new vice _presidents
63
-member
Chamber's
er
draft law until he reaches the
FRANKFORT, Ky.— of Commerce of the United
were elected, to represent the
Board of Directors.
age of 18.
Kentucky will serve as host to States.
The new chairman Of the following Divisions:
Royden was born Aug. 12, the 38th annual Central States
His election as the 45th Ratar
Northwestern—J. D. AnExecutiv
sh
e ula
Cowax
nuni
.
ttee
tawr
is F.
1962,.
and he became OfeffraRlfge Correetteenti-Assn, eoniereaea...president, ies.a,
ane-yeat_tern2.
derson, president, Guarantee
Aug. 12,1970. His registration as at Stouffer's Inn in Louisville, was announced today on the eve
chairman of the board, Sybron lgutarElf"
r 7
"
required by law was timely. In May 14-17.
111"
/1 1:
of the National Chamber
Southwestern—John
L.
his' first completed questionCo-sponsors for the con- federation's three-day 60th Corp., Rochester, N.Y. Mr.
Gillis,
senior
vice president,
was
formerly
naire, he indicated that he was ference include the state Annual Meeting, which is ex- Shumway
chairman of the beard af the Monsanto Co., St. Louis.
married on Feb. 15, 1970, and departments of Corrections, pected to attract 4,500
business National Chamber,Und prior to
Southeastern—Euge-e B.
his wile Was expecting. It is Child Welfare, -Mantel Ilskaltil leaders. and members
of
. Sycinor, Jr., president,
important for you to remember and Public Safety, the families from throughouttheir __that_president.,_
the
-- Department Stores,
that, at the time of his Metropolitan Social Services of country.
Elected treasurer was Ed- Va. ..
marriage, he did not have draft kottisviHe-JeffersmiCounty,the ; Mr. -Lowe was
elected a ward B. Rust, president and
TRASH Oft TREASURE
liability.
Kentucky Crime Commission director of the National
chief executive, State Farm
'DALLAS (AP)
In September 1970, he fur- and the Kentucky Council on Chamber in 1965, and a vice In
Companies, man's trash is another man's
nished the board with a doctor.'s Crime and Delinquency.
president in 1969. He has served Bloomington, M.
treasure," says Brig. William
statement of his wife's
The correctional association, as chairman of the Budget
Three vice presidents were Browning, head of the Salvation
pregnancy. The doctor in- organized in 1934, has a Committee
and as a member of re-elected, representing the Army center here.
dicated the expected date of membership of 13 central the
But what really surprises
Executive Committee, following Divisions:
birth to be December 1970. states, and proposes as its Investment
Western—Robert S.- Beaupre;- him isn't what people throw
Advisory Council
iit0,x_
4404
HeYdeo-clid_
_
- major goal_ be_ Aeneral ad- and Accrediting Board.
president, Seattle-First out. It's that other people are
ready to buy it.
furnishing the ncal board with vancement of correctional
He is a past president ot the
at
evidence of a live birth and programs.
Chamber of CornNorthern Central—Marks H. longstanding policy of never
maintaining of a bona fide
The theme of this year's merce,which he stilkserves as a Smith,
Jr., chairman of the taming anIllibing down — from
family relationship.
conference is, "Let's Get director and member of its board, SIFCO Industries,
Inc., World War II helmets to butterBefore making an initial Together".
executive committee.
Cleveland.
fly collections.

State To Host
L'onferenceln
Louisville

William Lowe Will Head US Chamber

.. _

Cable television, or CATV,
has been bogged in a legal and
regulatory swamp for the last
few years.
Major questions await resolution.
Probably the main one is:
• Will people really buy it?
Others Include: Will it really
wipe out commercial TV, as
that industry has squealed it
would? Should it be regulated
as a public utility? How much
cross-ownership should be allowed between broadcast,
newspaper, telephone and
CATV companies?
Will CATV be the tremendously useful tool some predict? Or will it just offer that
many more times the sort of
pap now churned out by commercial TV?
Despite the unanswered
questions and the expensive
and bitter legal fights surrounding CATV, diverse and
rich companies, as well as
smaller entrepreneurs, have
scrambled for footholds and
fortunes.
Because of a Federal Communications
unimission
freeze on CATV, imposed in
1966, more than 85 per cent of
F-u -& households have been unable to plug into the hibernatbig giant.
The FCC has issued new
rules, to go into effect March
31. The rules would thaw the
freeze, to greater and lesser
extent, on CATV in the main
population centers.
The rules, the FCC said, will
allow CATV's "orderly development."
—
CATV -is still significantly
hobbled in the nation's top 50
TV markets, where 65 per cent
of the people live; is freed a bit
in the next 50 markets, and
freed quite a bit more in the
rest.
Why?
In its 457-page statement, the
FCC explains:
l'Our basic objective is to get
cable moving so that the public
may receive its benefits, and to
do so without jeopardizing the
basic structure of over-the-air

— finchelbirtosoesze.darfelevi

—111 1959, the FCC said it 44
not have authority over CATV.
Under the Federal Commu- But what's really happening,
according to maverick FCC nications Act, the FCC has
-j
isdi
, arnd
ca
ind
urst
ctiuon
"th!
stryo,ve
, thebrte
oad
ie:
aione..grrunNipocholilaticas
son, is
political and
phone and telegraph _industry.economic struggle with the Ph:
As cable grew, broadcasters
giant interests whose prosperd their friends became more
itylt(CATV)has challenged—
the broadcast industry and the scuva•
.
began to fear that
telephone companies."
The new FCC rules represent CATV could take audiences
a walkaway win for the broad- from TV channels, especially
town broadcasters anti__
casters, Johnson believes. -"The much-heralded new UHF ultrahigh frequency)
dawn for cable turns out to be a Channels the FCC had decided-cold and smog-filled day," he to boost as a fountain of progam diversity.
said.
In 1965, the FCC told cable
The FCC, while professing a
"conservative, pragmatic" ap- companies to carry all kcal
proach, said it sees CATV as stations if they imported TV
-anornezsr
cr
tang co
rulniagyeautbaonst signals by microwave.
t
The next year
ar it claimed authority over all CATV systems.
revolution."
After a cqmplaint to the FCC
And it reaffirmed that it con- by KFMB-TV,San
Diego, about
siders cable systems "neither CATV importing
LAX Angeles
broadcasters nor common car- signals, and
a subsequent reriers" within the meaning of striction
imposed on cable in
the Communications Act. A
San Diego by the FCC, into
common carrier is a public court went Southweste
rn Cautility, such as a telephone sys- ble. The U.S.
Ninth Circuit
tem.
Court of Appeals said the FCC
--iTRalbek, cable is a
-iurisdictIOn to issue the
that requires identification as a
tion.
.
separate force in communicaMidwest Television, Inc.,

t"'"the
At this point,
ninasia
CATV nsa
mat -KFMBS
U.S. Supreme
Court, ntphe
oWirsw
which, in
pipes over-the-air TV into sub- 1968,
upheld the FCC's jurisdicscr
cabi
ibr
f'
or ahomesfe.
anew
coa
rlitThe
tian
The court said CATV is enlimit what "out of town" s
gaged In Interstate commeretr`—'"'"•—
nals it can deliver.
A body blow to CATV '
They give CATV operators operators,
but the next round.
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